MINUTES
of the

COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI
October 11,2016
THE EMERGENCY MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF
HAWAII, WAS HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, KALANA 0 MAUI BUILDING,
WAILUKU, HAWAII, ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2016, BEGINNING AT 11:02 A.M.,
WITH CHAIR MICHAEL B. WHITE PRESIDING.
CHAIR WHITE: The Emergency Council meeting of the County of Maui shall please come
to order.
Mr. Clerk, please call the roll.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT:

COUNCILMEMBERS GLADYS C. BAlSA, ROBERT CARROLL,
ELEANORA COCHRAN,
DONALD G.
COUCH
JR.,
STACY CR1VELLO, G. RIKI HOKAMA, MICHAEL P.
VICTORINO, VICE-CHAIR DONALD S. GUZMAN AND
CHAIR MICHAEL B. WHITE.

EXCUSED:

NONE.

DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK JOSIAH K. NISHITA: Mr. Chair, there are nine Members
present. A quorum is present to conduct the business of the Council.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Have we properly filed today’s Emergency meeting agenda with the County Clerk’s
Office and have findings that an imminent peril exists to public health, safety or
welfare been included in the posted agenda.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Yes, Mr. Chair, the Emergency meeting agenda has been filed
with the Office of the County Clerk and the Office of Council Services. Findings that
an imminent peril exists were included on the agenda and people who request
notification on a regular basis were sent an agenda.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Clerk. Members, without objection I’d like to have the Clerk
read the findings an imminent peril exists, which are included in the posted agenda.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. So ordered.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:
THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI DOES HEREBY FIND THE
FOLLOWING:
1.

As a result of an extreme, unexpected rain event on September 13, 2016,
extensive damage to private and public property has occurred. As a result,
Mayor Alan M. Arakawa issued an Emergency Proclamation on
September 14, 2016 (Exhibit “A”) and Governor David Y. Ige issued an
Emergency Proclamation on September 16, 2016 (Exhibit “B”). Both of these
proclamations are still in effect.

2.

The damage caused by the extreme rain event includes but is not limited to
expansion of the riverbed of the Wailuku River. This expansion has had
deleterious effects to both private and public property.

3.

As a result of the extreme rain event, the County of Maui has undertaken
major restoration and cleanup efforts for the affected area. This has resulted
in an expenditure of funds, pursuant to the Emergency Proclamations, that
was unanticipated in the Fiscal Year 2017 budget.

4.

The County needs to continue its remediation efforts in order to prevent
further damage to public and private property should there be a reoccurrence
of heavy rains.
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5.

In order for the County to continue its efforts, an amendment is needed to
Appendix A of the Fiscal Year 2017 Budget for the County of Maui as it
pertains to Part II, Special Purpose Revenues
Schedule of
Revolving/Special Funds for Fiscal Year 2017, Emergency Fund.
—

6.

Without immediate additional funding to undertake further restorative
efforts, an imminent peril to the public health, safety, or welfare exists
and will continue to exist until restoration and cleanup efforts are
completed, and a meeting in less time than is provided for in
Section 92-7, Hawaii Revised Statutes, is required.

CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Members, the Chair would entertain a motion to agree that the findings as read by
the Clerk are correct and that an emergency exists pursuant to Section 92-8(A)(2) of
Hawaii Revised Statutes.
Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
MY COLLEAGUE, MR. GUZMAN, HAS ASKED ME TO MAKE
THE MOTION. SO I SO MOVE, MR. CHAIR
CHAIR WHITE: Do we have a second?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
SECOND.
CHAIR WHITE: I have a motion from Mr. Victorino and a second from Mr. Hokama. Any
discussion?
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No discussion, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Members, any further discussion on the motion? Seeing none, all
those in favor please signify by saying “aye”.
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AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAlSA,
CARROLL,
COCHRAN, COUCH, CRIVELLO, HOKAMA,
VICTORINO,
VICE-CHAIR
GUZMAN,
AND
CHAIR WHITE.

CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed say “no”.
NOES:

NONE.

CHAIR WHITE: Measure passes with nine “ayes” and zero “noes”.
Before we proceed with public testimony, I’d like to thank everybody for being here.
The one rule we have with respect to signs and right now no one’s blocking anyone
else’s view. But the rules we have is that they can’t be disruptive and so I just ask
that if you’re going to hold the sign, please do so in the, in the back row so you’re not
blocking anyone else’s view of the proceedings.
Also I’d like to just point out that it is the Council’s understanding that the measure
that we are entertaining this morning is for reimbursement of funds already expended
by the County of Maui. Not by any other private entity. These are just funds
expended on behalf of the various departments in the County of Maui. In addition to
that, it’s our understanding that these funds have been provided for work, or the work
that has been done is permitted by law and under the, and has been done in the
proper fashion. And the funds that we are approving this morning are just for those
that have already been expended by our departments.
The remainder of the funds that the Administration requested amounting to about, an
additional $5.3 million have been referred to the Budget and Finance Committee for
further evaluation because it was our feeling that we needed further detail prior to
authorizing that additional sum that, of moneys yet to be expended.
And we just want to remind everybody that our focus is to maintain the health and
safety of our community and especially those along the Wailuku River. So with that,
before we start public testimony, I’d like to ask Mr. Goode to provide some remarks
to, to clarify what the County has undertaken and hopefully provide some clarification
that none of the funds that we are talking about today in any way will be assisting the
Wailuku Water Company in whatever work they are doing.
In addition to that, it’s my understanding, and Members may ask for further
clarification from Corporation Counsel Wong, but it’s my understanding that we have
no authority over the riverbed other than what we are instructed to do by the Corps of
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Engineers. We don’t have authority over the Wailuku Water Company or any of the
other private lands. So with that, Mr. Goode.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS DAVID GOODE: Thank you, Chair, Members of the
Council, audience members. I’m David Goode, I’m the Director of the Department of
Public Works and our, our Department has been intimately involved nonstop it seems
like for the past four or so weeks dealing with this historic flooding event. And, we’ve
had to wade through analyzing what happened, what County resources, particularly
those that affect our Department were damaged. What the priority was to get things
back in a safe manner to provide for the safety of the community. And we also
worked very closely with the regulatory bodies for doing work in the stream, primarily
U.S. Corps of Engineers.
So in the hours and days immediately after the event, we really need to take stock of
what, what we had in our hands and we needed to do, we needed to take immediate
action to protect the community in a number of different areas.
So speaking to the matter that’s before you today in terms of effort that’s been spent.
Our work, both mauka, makai, so for us, clearly the damage that happened at
Kepaniwai. We were concerned about our bridge. So the bridge that goes over the
river, lao Valley Road. We did an initial survey and it appeared that the, the bridge
wasn’t compromised in such a way that we couldn’t take equipment over the bridge.
However, there’s a lot of debris at the bridge that needed to be removed because the
capacity under that bridge had been compromised.
If you stand and look under the bridge, you can see there’s basically three cells that
allow water to go through and they were filled up probably over fifty percent, which
means if we had another event, it had the potential of taking out the bridge. So one
of the efforts we embarked on, though not the first, but it became after a week or two
was to remove the material and reposition some of the material under the bridge. So
in that, in that effort, we did remove material, and we did remove some material in
order to establish, reestablish the capacity of the bridge and also provide for the
safety of the bridge should another event come down.
We’re almost finished with that work, we need, we would like to do some additional
work on the makai side of that bridge and we’re working with the landowner to gain
access to that area.
Going farther down, the next area that we, we knew during the flood event that the
homes that were flooded farther down lao Valley Road near, near Ua Place. There,
clearly a lot of water had come over there and in fact the stream has as we know up
and down the stream, river, you know has been altered.
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And a few days after the main flood event there was a moderate rain on the mountain
and in fact we had, we had folks working downstream. In fact we got a call, get out,
get out, get out, there’s water coming down, farther downstream. But at Ua, near Ua,
the water came back, and was actually over the road. So it’s clear to us that even in
moderate rain events, ones that we would typically see here on a monthly basis, that
our road was going to be compromised as well as the County owned parcel on
Ua Place, I believe is used for social services.
So we are now in a situation where, and regards to Ua Place area, that even
moderate rain events could take out the road and cut off all access above the road.
So we deemed in the public interest and safety matter to take care of that issue. So
we hired a contractor, we worked with the Corps of Engineers, we had them onsite,
gave us specific direction on reestablishing the streamflow and basically we moved
material, the only thing we hauled out was green waste.
Thanks to the National Guard for coming in and chainsaw and bucking up a lot of that
material, we were able to remove green waste from Ua Place.
Going farther downstream, past what we call the Horcajo’s property, you hit lao Flood
Control, which as, as you know, cause we’ve talked about lao Flood Control in this
chamber many times. It was a Federally funded project that’s maintained by the
County. At the top of the flood control is a debris basin. The debris basin is, is
designed and operates to capture debris, all kinds of debris. So we’re talking about
silt, sand, trees, boulders of all sizes, anything that comes down. And at some point
it, you know it goes so high, like 15 feet or something like that. That was full.
And so, it was compromising that facility’s ability to hold future debris. There’s a
tremendous amount of pressure being placed on the walls and the grates that hold
that material in, and so we received permission to immediately start removing,
moving material out of there so we could establish a safe streamflow and the vast
majority of that material is still there waiting to be hauled off. So the second torrential
funds we’ll be asking from the County would be for the removal of that.
But it was
determined by FEMA and the Corps that we move it out of there and we did.
.

.

Going further downstream, the next area of, of very significant concern is an area
called Levee C, which is below Maui Disposal near Wailuku Parkside, lao Parkside.
So as you’re looking downstream, the river starts to take a left. That embankment
over there took a direct hit from some large piece of material which we think was from
the, by the Imi Kala Bridge area. And the levee was, the side of the levee was
basically taken out. We estimate there’s about 17 feet of material left, that had that
storm gone on for a few more hours, it probably would have gone through that levee
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and right through Wailuku Parkside, lao Parkside and Wailuku Industrial. Seventeen
feet.
That area, we worked on, so our staff, Highways Division did a remarkable job, again
under guidance with the Corps of Engineers, under guidance from our Engineering
team, they, they stacked boulders from the stream in that area, we re-cemented it
over a period of a number of days and solidified that area to make it safe.
Going further downstream, the area that we’re currently working in is by the Waiehu
Beach Road Bridge that goes over the stream. And that area that kind, it kind of
flattened out a bit and it’s in, that area is already lined concrete, so there’s a mixture
of rocks, sand, boulders, maybe some green waste. That we determined was a low,
lower priority so we’re working on that more a regular Monday through Friday, 8 to, or
7 to 3:30 shift, moving that material out and taking it to a, what we call 209, the
209 acres the County purchased along Kuihelani Highway.
So at 209 you will see a mixture of, of pohaku, boulders that we have taken out and
stored, a mixture of sand, rock and smaller ill type stone. It just gets mixed up in the,
in the debris and we’re stockpiling it there. That material has no potential use for us,
no types of situations, so we’re stockpiling for some future use. If it’s determined that
some of it needs to go or can go back into the flood control or farther up the river it
will certainly be, we can certainly do that.
But in the meantime, our, our one goal was again to make it safe, to work with all
pertinent authorities. Fortunately, the Governor’s declaration made it clear that
permits we would normally get from the Department of Health were exempted from
those activity. The County grading ordinance does not cover work in the stream, so
we followed all the rules that we’re aware of.
Additionally, at the, work at the bridge, we had it blessed, we had a Kahu there. The
work is probably considered dangerous, I’m sure all the working men and women that
were there are thankful for that.
So, in summary, that’s, that’s the work we’ve done in our Department. As you are
probably aware the Water Department’s been working farther mauka on their
waterline. The Parks Department has worked in the area of Kepaniwai, in protecting
their facility at the park.
And the Department of Environmental Management has setup a very nice site at the
landfill where material has gone and been separated for future reuse or recycling,
and in that material you will find a mix of material. Again you can find, you can find
boulders in there, smaller stones, rocks, green waste. I think they’ve done a very
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good job in, in separating that out. But the more we bring there, the more expensive
it is. So for us if we can take it to 209 and stockpile it for our future use, that saves
everybody some money.
So Chair, that’s kind of my summary, I’d be happy to take any questions you folks
may have.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, rather than taking questions at this point, I just wanted to have that
briefing for the benefit of the folks in the audience because I think the majority of the
Members are aware of the work that’s been conducted thus far.
We have a significant number of testifiers, we currently have 28 and that may, may
be more. At a minimum the Chair will hold to the three minute. Is there any, I know
some of you have other responsibilities later in the day. We have the option of
limiting testimony to a minute, or two minutes, or just keep it at three. So any, any
sense from Members.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, thank you, Chair. You know, I want to hear the
public and what they have to say, but you know that I am in the middle of a
deposition and I have to return at 1:00. And I want to be here, I made it a point to
walk away from it for right now to be here to hear everyone and to make a decision
based upon the testimony and as well as what the needs of our departments are.
So I need to depart at about 12:45 to return to that so I don’t know how to answer the
question as far as time limiting. But I would ask the testifiers if they have, or if they,
some of them have the same testimony that you would, you know, keep it as brief as
possible to help all of us accomplish the job we need to accomplish today. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other comments, Members? Seeing none, I would ask the testifiers to
please limit their comments with respect to the Wailuku Water Company involvement
because that’s not an issue that’s on our agenda today. I’m not going to say you
can’t talk about it, but I would, I would just ask that you not dwell on it. So, with that,
the Chair will open public testimony without objection.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: And we’ll keep it at three minutes, and please respect the three-minute rule
because we do have, Mr. Victorino does need to get going and we’d like to have
everybody here for the vote. So with that, Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, proceeding with the presentation of testimony on
agenda items. We have established limited interactive communication that enables
individuals from Hana and Molokai, to provide testimony from our District Offices.
Individuals who wish to offer testimony from Hana and Molokai should now sign up
with District Office staff. Individuals who wish to offer testimony in the chamber,
please sign up at the desk located in the eighth floor lobby just outside the chamber
door. Testimony at all locations is limited to the items listed on today’s agenda.
Mr. Chair, we currently have 28 individuals who have signed up to testify in the
Council chamber. The first person to testify in the chamber is Kawewehi Pundyke.
He will be, he will be followed by Kahele Dukelow.

PRESENTATION OF WRITTEN OR ORAL TESTIMONY
MR. KAWEWEHI PUNDYKE:
(Chanted an oil.)
Aloha everybody, I’m just going to be brief. I’m Kawewehi Pundyke, I’m the Kahu of
Lo’iloa and I’m just going to speak on that because we get other, plenty people
speaking on the other stuff.
So Lo’iloa, Lo’iloa is in lao Valley, it’s a place that we’ve been operating in for about
ten years now. It’s a place for the priest, it’s a place for priest to touch heaven. A
place of healing. We’ve been using it in that capacity for the last ten years and of
course many years prior to that. Where families and youth come to consider and
ponder the things that are going, they are going through in their life. A place of
healing. We are helping them to realize these things, the eha’s, the hurts that they
have in their lives and how to resolve that so they can move forward in a positive
way.
Ten years ago I wrote a petition with the State DLNR to remove the bathrooms, it’s all
dilapidated and buss. I wrote a petition to remove those bathrooms, to restore the
sanctity and honor and respect back to the Valley.
I just was in a meeting, the same week that this storm occurred. In that meeting
DLNR and the County was there, we discussed the parks, a master plan. And
although we talked about the importance of culture and its significance, most of the
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discussion really wrapped around how were we going to be sustainable making
money. How we’re going to charge and make, you know, economic in that sense.
And, I want to just say it was interesting that the storm occurred right after that.
Cause all I’ve been saying is eh, I not saying we cannot have tourism, that’s not what
I’m saying. What I’m saying is restore the sanctity, honor, and respect to the place.
There’s a lot of iwi there. In the past no matter where you came from, what island, if
you were a super-duper chief, kahuna, person of renown, you would be interred into
lao. That’s what lao is all about.
When we work and we operate in that place, all I’m, all I’m asking is for us to be
respectful and I’m asking the County to, to really take that to heart. Be a part of
returning the sanctity, honor, and respect back to a place and its people. Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Pundyke. Members, any need for clarification? Seeing
none.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Yes, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, and before we call up the next testifier, Chair,
I wanted to offer the suggestion that I’m willing to relinquish my time for IEM this
afternoon if the need arises that we need to run this meeting later. So, it’s okay with
me and if it’s allowed that I’m okay to reconvene my 1:30 IEM to another time.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, the, the Chair’s intention was to run into your meeting if we needed
to, soCOUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, okay, you’re all rightCHAIR WHITE: But thank you, thank you for the offer.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --you’re allowed to, yes. I’ll concur with that then. That’s
all. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: And our next testifier, please come down.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Kahele Dukelow. She will be
followed by Ke’eaumoku Kapu.
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MS. KAHELE DUKELOW:
Aloha mai kakou.
(Spoke in Hawaiian.)
Aloha mai, my name is Kahele Dukelow, born and raised on Maui. Attended public
schools on Maui. I now teach at the, at Maui College. And, I’d like to give my
support what Kawewehi talked about and really to encourage the Council to take a
broader look at what’s going on. Kawewehi focused on, you know, the cultural
significance of lao which I think if I had to choose one of the two most sacred places
on this island, lao would definitely be on the top.
And to, when we talk about what is sacred, we’re not really just talking about religious
or sort of a feeling of sacredness, but it’s about practice built over generations. And
hundreds of generations of engagement with that environment through burial
practices, through living on that ama, through having that wal of Wailuku feed this
entire island as the breadbasket of Maui.
And, I know we’ve heard about some of the emergency sort of activities that have
been going on as a result of this flood disaster. And you know, our, our heart goes
out to the residents of the area and, and to all the people who are trying to put in the
good work to sort of stabilize the area.
But what I would encourage the County to do now is to really ask that there be a
coordinated effort. And when I mean a coordinated effort, I think we all know that
there have been things that have arisen because of the nature of this emergency and
people trying to make things safe at different levels. So we have all kinds of
machines in the river on behalf of all kinds of people.
And what I would ask the County to do is to sort of stop and instead of, you know, the
County looking at particular areas and residents looking at particular areas, and the
DLNR looking at particular areas, but to sort of coordinate a way that they can look at
the health of the entire river and begin to make decisions in that way. And to sort of
get out of the emergency mode and plan for the long life of Wailuku River.
So I guess that’s my plea to you, like when you decide, make this decision today, but
also in decisions to come, to really look at and take the opportunity to make Wailuku
River better than it was before the disaster.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much for your testimony, Ms. Dukelow. Members, any
need for clarification? I’m, Members, please get my attention if you need clarification
so that I, I’m not asking each time, just in the interest of time. Next testifier.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Ke’eaumoku Kapu. He will be
followed by Kaleikoa Ka’eo.
MR. KE’EAUMOKU KAPU:
Aloha mai kakou.
CHAIR WHITE: Aloha.
MR. KAPU: Ke’eaumoku Kapu from Lahaina. The reasons why I’m here is because not
only Wailuku got hit. Our Valley got hit drastically too. But it’s apparent that the
immediate threat is on Wailuku.
My whole eha I would say has a lot to do with being compliance, being in compliance.
I tried to follow the rules on what needed to be done to make sure that we don’t
destroy the integrity of certain places that are sacred, especially to Native Hawaiians.
This area is highly significant and this area is very sacred.
I don’t like how all of a sudden this thing was just ramrodded where the whole river
was in imminent danger. That we didn’t look at it and try to piecemeal what was
important. lao was important, certain areas was important. We just went right
straight for the diversion because we needed to provide water. Now domestic water
now, domestic water for whoever the domestic users are. People not suffering in the
area. They get drinkable water, yeah.
But, why the rush? Why all of a sudden the rush? Yeah, you know, I hear, you know
this kinds of thing saying that, you know what, properties are being jeopardized and
all these kinds of things. You know, we always try to find excuses as to why we need
to go in and we need to do these things because somebody’s lives are jeopardized.
What about our life? What about our integrity? What about our history? What about
our tradition?
You know the Public Works Director said you guys had one Kahu over there. What
did he pray for? Did he pray for making sure that the integrity of this Valley is
untouched? Or did he pray for, to make sure that the people that was working in the
Valley on those machines didn’t get hurt? That’s two comparables here now.
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The integrity of this wahi pana is being jeopardized and has been desecrated, highly
desecrated in this area. Which is highly significant to all of you because this is your
wahi pana, you serve this place. You are representatives that are voted in to make
sure that these places are protected. That’s not happening here.
With the wave of a pen from a government agency who doesn’t know and understand
this place, yeah, had
down to a proclamation to exempt all permitting, all
inventory assessments, water quality. Doesn’t that jeopardize the human life within
this Valley. Protect the sacredness of this place. These pohaku are being taken to
someplace else, some of them may have petroglyphs on top. And they grinding them
up for what, future use. Future use for the County of Maui.
.

.

.

CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Kapu, could you provide a concluding remark, please.
MR. KAPU: Okay, yeah, well, I get my moke hat on right now, I try to be passive, I think
enough is enough already. You guys got to make some serious decisions now
because we get one private company up there doing whatever they are pecking to do
because they was given one permit to do so.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Kapu.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Kaleikoa K&eo. She will be
followed by Nani Santos.
MS. WAHINEHULA KA’EO:
Aloha mai kakou. 0 wau o Wahinehula Ka’eo ke keiki a Kaleikoa Ka’eo. I’m here on
behalf of my father.
I’d first like to say that my heart goes out to all the families who have lost anything,
but I cannot support funding without a clear plan. A clear plan with a clear statement
of what impact this would have on our environment.
She wanted to flow, the water chose to flow. So, who are we to change anything.
Well, what effects will it have the next time she wants to flow. Because Wailuku
River doesn’t only affect the people living in lao, it affects everyone living on Maui.
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Also, not only the effects it would have on the river, but on the Valley itself,
considering its sacredness. It’s not just any valley. It’s not just an aquifer for people.
My kupuna are buried in there, so we need to take in consideration before we waiver
all of these laws and because the, if you don’t.
As we all know Governor Ige declared that all these laws, Federal laws, would, don’t
have to be followed anymore. That’s, that doesn’t only mean that you guys don’t
have to follow it, but now Wailuku, Wailuku Water Company is in there. That’s just
covering their butts so they can continue to take water illegally. That’s wrong, it is
wrong. You guys must take into consideration for our lahui, our people, what is right.
Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Ka’eo.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Nani Santos. She will be followed
by Trinette Furtado.
MS. NANI SANTOS:
Aloha and good morning.
CHAIR WHITE: Good morning.
MS. SANTOS: Council Chair, Councilmembers. You know, I have to say that I firmly agree
with everything that was said before me today, from a cultural aspect and for our
ama. But, today I have, you know, I support everyone here in what they’re saying,
but I do have a different battle for our ohana.
My name is Nani Santos, I represent, I’m here to represent Ho’oulu Lahui LLC.
When I came I had some photos, I would hope that you folks had had by now and
that perhaps they are in front of some of you. A resident and a property owner of lao
Valley and I am a County of Maui taxpayer, as everyone in this audience is.
I have a story to tell and it unfortunately is not the same story as some of my
neighbors who live near Ua Place have had. We use to live at the corner of Ua Place
back in 1969, before it became Ua Place. If we still lived there today, I would not be
standing here in front of you. But this is not the case for us. We now own two-fifths
of a mile of riverbed, and I’m sorry to say that we can own a riverbed. It’s, it’s hewa.
But that is just the way it is.
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Our property starts at Kepaniwai Bridge and we had Mr. David Goode talk a great
deal this morning about Kepaniwai Bridge and also all the other areas of County
infrastructure that has been protected as a result of this massive flooding event.
From day one, I should say from September 16, I have been contacting every agency
to ask for emergency assistance for our family near Kepaniwai Bridge. We have had
an enormous amount of damage and we’ve shared numerous photos of the debris
that’s sitting in the riverbed behind our property.
I began contacting the Mayor’s Office, Department of Public Works, the commission,
the Army Corps. And you know, it’s just amazing to me because when I ask the
Army Corps and all these people for guidance on how to proceed because I had an
emergency, the river was flowing directly at my sister’s home, it practically made my,
my nephew’s home fall into the riverbed. I’m asking all these people for guidance,
everyone’s pointing the finger at each other.
There is no concerted effort at all on the part of government. And this is scary,
everybody. I want this community to know that there is no cohesive plan going on
right now. We got to get something together, an action in the event that we have a
much more major natural disaster, if we have a tsunami or a hurricane, I am terrified.
I have received, our family have received no emergency assistance from any
government funding, from FEMA, the County or anyone else. And our Mayor has
said that it is coming. And you know my family is very optimistic and hopeful that it is
coming. But we have lost hope the day the National Guard left the Valley and we
didn’t see them step foot on our property. So I want you to know none of this money
has come to us. But I am a taxpayer as everyone else in here is and I would hope
that the County would start to protect, gosh, I have so much I wanted to read and I
have the red light.
But, you know in the Mayor’s proclamation they go on to say that they’re trying to
protect property owners and people along the riverbed. No one has come to protect
us and they want to say that they’re doing all these wonderful things, but it is for the
County infrastructure, people. If you folks run into this situation in the next natural
disaster, I am sorry, be very aware. I hope they are comingCHAIR WHITE: Ms. Santos, you’ll have to conclude your remarks.
MS. SANTOS: Thank you.
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CHAIR WHITE: We do have your written testimony and you’ve done a very good of, of
documentationMS. SANTOS: Yes, I’m sorry. I did-CHAIR WHITE: --and you’veMS. SANTOS: --I couldn’t come in on Friday.
CHAIR WHITE: --and just to, just to clarify. The County is only able to provide on an
emergency basis, assistance to protect County infrastructure. And maybe, maybe
the Corporation Counsel can provide a little clarity later, but there are limitations to
what we can do under the emergency proclamations.
MS. SANTOS: Okay, but in the language in it, it. Well I’m going to be on Akaku tonight, if
you want to hear the long version, since I only have three minutes, I’ll give you the
long version. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Santos.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Trinette Furtado. She will be
followed by Kaniloa Kamaunu.
MS. TRINETTE FURTADO:
Aloha mai, Councilmembers. So nice to see you again this morning. My name is
Trinette Furtado, I am running for County Council and this issue is one of the many
reasons why I’m running. As you can see from the gallery and the testifier list, there’s
a lot of our people here on Maui that are very concerned, are very worried about
where our taxpayer dollars are being spent and how they’re being spent.
For me, I have a lot of worry about this Valley. I have a lot of worry about the fact
that the Army Corps of Engineers has issued a permit without having any background
information on the fact that there are cultural practices that happen within the Valley.
I know now that, that I will hear that this is not the County’s business, they have, that
we have no jurisdiction, that we have no oversight. But I do want to impress upon
our Members that just because we feel we may not have anything legally, does not
mean that we cannot put our voices forward and say this is what our County needs,
this is what our people need.
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What I’d like to impress upon you is the need to think about possible liability in
conjunction with the work that is being done by Wailuku Water Company. Yes, I
know that what we are hearing today is the appropriation of funds that have already
been spent, and there is another meeting for funds that will be spent.
And what I’d like our Councilmembers to do is ask the Administration for a line item
description of everything that those moneys will be spent on. Because again, I would
like to make sure, and I know that you would like to make sure that the County is not
going to be liable for anything that might cross within the permitting process that we
undertook and that Wailuku Water Company has undertaken.
As Director Dave Taylor of the Department of Water Supply had said during a Water
Resources Committee meeting, there was coordination between that Department and
Wailuku Water Company and so I am very wary of what that might have looked like
beyond the scope of repairing County infrastructure.
What I’d also like to do is ask that you interface more intimately with CWRM to
address and solve this issue. And be able to inform us a little bit more transparently,
especially those families that are in lao Valley that are acutely and adversely
impacted and have seen no help for their families or for their homes, as evidenced by
the woman that was before me. There is a lot of frustration regarding that too.
And there may not be again jurisdiction under County Charter, what have you, but,
you know, it, it is prudent that all of us whether we represent our people or not at the
moment, that we take them into consideration because they are our taxpayers, they
are our voters, they are our friends in our community.
And so I would like you to think about those things as you deliberate in this final
reading of these emergency funds and, and please, please keep the public, always
informed and always involved and perhaps we may not see these kinds of knee jerk
reactions that we are seeing today. Mahalo for your time.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Furtado.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Kaniloa Kamaunu. He will be
followed by Lani Eckart-Dodd.
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MR. KANILOA KAMAUNU:
Good morning, Council. My name is Kaniloa Karnaunu, kuleana from Waihee Valley.
And it’s been a while since I’ve been here but the issue that’s, that has arised,
impacts not just those that are there, but throughout the, the County and throughout
the State.
And, this issue about who is responsible for what is not the problem. We know the
reasons why this has occurred on part of everybody involved. Whether it be
governmental or be private entities such as the company that’s been talked about
and we as citizens, those that are citizens of this County, we neglected to take care
of our kuleana.
Had you gone through the river these past several years, you have known that the
obstruction doesn’t come as has been said from the rocks being present. It is the
stuff that shouldn’t be there such are ironwood trees growing in the river, java plums
growing in the river, other people planting banana trees right down below the parking
lot of, of Kepaniwai Park. These are the things that have culminated after years, and
once the water has come back to reclaim what it naturally does, these things are the
invasive parts that have made this problem.
So fault goes to all those that didn’t malama the place, and here we are today
speaking of the destruction. And the ongoing, and I might not have any accolades
before or after my name, but the thing is, the Corps of Engineers has no idea. We
have seen it over the years that their suggestions, as much education as they have
had, has failed us. And this will fail.
I consider myself an expert on the river because I live by the river. My family for
generations have lived right in Waihee, we live smack dab in the river. Our house is
built on stilts and I asked my mother why. She said because we part of the river.
The river gotta go underneath. And she said when we was young, you see the cows
floating underneath our house, go all the way out to the ocean. I grew up by the
river. I played in the river. I travelled the river.
Yesterday, my son and I, believe it or not actually walked the river. We went to
several different places and what their suggestion to pile rocks and dirt to free the dirt
and then put ‘urn in the middle of the stream to redirect, ain’t going to work. And the
thing is, the, the after effects to the ocean. Nobody’s talking about that. Our reef’s
dying, they dead now. It’s the same thing that happened with Iniki, up in Waihee.
Those things died. What are we worrying about only up here, it’s all the way mauka
to ocean it’s affected?
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We need to malama, and the thing is if we cannot count on the State, we cannot
count on the Federal or the County, we as the lahui, we going exercise our rights as
the people of this ama. And I will be there.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Kamaunu, you have to conclude.
MR. KAMAUNU: You guys need help, let me know, we’ll be there. Mahalo, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Lani Eckart-Dodd. She will be
followed by Summer Starr.
MS. LANI ECKART-DODD:
Aloha mai kakou.
CHAIR WHITE: Aloha.
MS. ECKART-DODD: I’m Lani Eckart-Dodd, I live on Wailuku River. And I guess I just
want to tell you folks how frightening it is and how frightening it was that night. I
actually wasn’t home the night of September 13; I was down in Kahului. But my
brother is a firefighter, he was on duty, he started texting me about 7:00 that my
neighbors were being rescued from their roof. So I got home as soon as I could,
drove home as soon as I could, but I couldn’t get there. Our bridge had already
washed away, to cross from lao Valley side up to the house, and the easement in the
back to drive up was being used by the river as a riverbed.
So there was no way for me to get in, and there was no way for my wife and my two
young sons to get out. They were trapped there. Fortunately, the, you know, our
neighbors were there and looking out for them. The water subsided, I went up and I
evacuated my family. But mahalo Ke Akua that our answers were prayered, our
prayers were answered and that they were kept safe and out of harm’s way.
I can’t say as much for the neighbors across the river from us. The river went
through their homes. And even the next day on September 14, I went back up there
to see, you know, what had happened, I couldn’t believe my eyes. I sat up on my
deck and I looked across the river and the water was flowing down through the
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neighbor’s garage making a waterfall out under their deck.
almost fallen into the river itself.

And their deck had

I mean they call Wailuku, Wailuku for a reason. So that’s not for us to change, that’s
for us to have reverence for and a respect for.
I guess now I want to say a little bit about what I’ve been witnessing since then. I’ve
seen excavators in the river in front of my house. I’ve seen excavators up at the
bridge at Kepaniwai. I’ve seen excavators up in the river past Kepaniwai Park.
I’ve seen truckloads of rocks and pohaku and sediment being hauled out of lao
Valley, many, many truckloads of them. So, that’s my concern, my main concern is
that why are these rocks, why are these pohaku being removed from lao Valley. If
they need to be moved around to make the water flow freely, that’s great, because
that’s what needs to happen. There are large islands of debris in the middle of the
river making it unsafe and unstable. Most of that has been removed in front of my
area, but not all of it.
So, I’m not sure who’s doing what, and that’s the part that’s concerning too. Who are,
who is operating the machines in front of my house. Who is operating the machines
up at the County park. I know for certain that the person who was operating the
excavator upstream from the Wailuku Water Company diversion was a Wailuku
Water Company employee. He identified himself so, when I witnessed that machine
moving the river from the, the south bank of the stream, the natural streambed, to the
north bank of the natural streambed. So-CHAIR WHITE: Please, please provide a concluding remark.
MS. ECKART-DODD: I will. So, I would like to have some sort of documentation,
accountability for what’s being removed from lao Valley because whatever is in lao
Valley belongs to lao Valley. I’d also like the County to take, take an active role as a
ally with usCHAIR WHITE: Can youMS. ECKART-DODD: --in the prosecution of Wailuku Water CompanyCHAIR WHITE: --we understand your point.
MS. ECKART-DODD: --for the environmental crime that has been committed and I
witnessed. Mahalo. E ola...
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Summer Starr.
followed by Kainoa Horcajo.

She will be

MS. SUMMER STARR:
Aloha mai kakou. Aloha, Chair. Aloha, Council. My name is Summer Starr, and I
speak today as someone who has ohana in the Valley, and I would echo Lani’s
sentiments that it was, it has been a really grueling month. That night was terrifying,
it’s the sort of thing that you hear about and watch on TV and in movies. And I am so
sympathetic to people whose homes were even more destroyed than ours.
And I believe, I do appreciate the, the explanation in the beginning. It’s my
understanding that rocks indeed, which was found out yesterday, that rocks indeed
were being removed and stored at Waikapu. And other rocks were being removed
while in tree debris from the flood control and correct me if I’m wrong, that was being
taken to the property near the dump, which once it was separated, those rocks were
crushed into gravel. And that has been extremely problematic and disconcerting to
much of the community. And because of that, that action has been ceased to my
knowledge.
Now, the accountability for the County to show that that will not continue, that the
crushing of the rocks will not continue, I think is really important in order to maintain
community cohesion, to prove to the community if, if you would be so gracious to do
so that that wouldn’t happen again. Cause as you can imagine, there has been a
breakdown of trust.
With regards to the pohaku, I’m not going to go into detail. With regards to the
technicalities of the Wailuku Water Company issue, I’m not going to go into detail
because I know that’s not explicitly on this agenda and I know that other people will
touch on it.
What I would like to offer in my remaining time is, you know the residents of course
are concerned and need the work to continue in order to protect their properties, their
homes, and their lives. But we also, of course, realize the concerns of the broader
community.
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And so, if I could implore the Council and the Administration to come together for a
mediation. This may be a bit naïve, but, to come together for mediation. I think from
what I gather, a lot of this frustration is because much of the community has tried to
reach out to Wailuku Water Company, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, CWRM. I
myself have emailed the Council and Corp. Counsel and the Administration, specific
questions with regards to these concerns and we’ve been totally stonewalled. So
you can imagine the frustration.
I’m a trained mediator, I’m a trained legal observer in high tense situations between
law enforcement and those in acts of civil disobedience. I offer my services for free,
of course, to the Council, to Wailuku Water Company, and to the residents, to come
together and mediate to try and get on the same page. I don’t think that these
challenges are insurmountable.
I’m running out of time, may I request 15 more seconds, please.
CHAIR WHITE: No, you still have, well now you’re out of time.
MS. STARR: I’m out of time.
CHAIR WHITE: Provide one concluding remark, please.
MS. STARR: One concluding remark. Where we got today, though it’s not on the agenda,
was because of the unlawful acts of Wailuku Water Company and the
unresponsiveness of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, CWRM, the Council and the
Administration. We have made headway because-CHAIR WHITE: That’s, that’s, you’re overstepping your permission here.
MS. STARR: --because of the Administration I offer my services, I stand on my written
testimony. I would really appreciate if you reach out to us. Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Kainoa Horcajo.
followed by Tiare Lawrence.

He will be
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MR. KAINOA HORCAJO:
Aloha. Mahalo, Chair, Council. Mahalo, Maui. My name is Kainoa Horcajo. We, I’m
a resident of lao Valley. We are, our ohana is a landowner in that Valley and I
believe Mr. Goode referred to that already. Our property spans from lao Valley Road
on one side to the top of Wailuku Country Estates on the other, from the flood control
on the makai side up to the Tropical Gardens on the mauka side.
All in all, I believe we’ve had Councilmember Baisa and Guzman by our property to
check it out and I want to mahalo those Members of the Council and the Council staff
who has taken the time to come to the, the Valley. Not just in lao Valley Road, but all
the extent of the Valley from the State park and beyond down to the muliwai and to
see the damage that has occurred throughout the extent of this sacred area.
I also want to mahalo, you know the Administration and the various members of the
various departments that have came out to survey and to, you know, speak to what
can and cannot be done.
On our property, we have not had any work by the County. We have contracted
private work to assist, as per the guidelines of exempt actions, Army Corps and what
has been allowable by, through Public Works and, and the various State agencies.
And we’ve been in contact with all of them in some way or another for better or for
worse, since September 14.
The easement that, that Lani referred to two testimonies ago, the easement that
prevented her from getting home is my driveway. I lost about half of all my
belongings that night. And I was, was not able to, to save them. I’m just happy that
no one lost their lives on that night.
We are lucky, we are very lucky, very blessed that we have not had an occurrence
again since September 13. Although we’ve had large rain and, and many of us
residents in the Valley were standing in Andy Grahams’ parking lot during the time, a
few days after the September 13 occurrence, where the water again rose and started
flooding the Wong’s and the Higa’s along with the Grahams’ property again, because
of not only the realignment of the river, but because of the debris that has been left
there.
And many people have spoken to the fact that there is large islands of debris that are
still in the river. It is my understanding that the County just can’t go spend money
willy-nilly, I don’t want them to, I’m a taxpayer like everybody else. But, but the, the
large piles of debris are a direct threat to County infrastructure, waterlines, roads,
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sewers. And further degradation of the roadway will prevent any of us from
accessing this place, the parks and further up in sacred lao Valley.
I, everyone else has spoken, things that I very much support and I’m in full support of
all of the actions taken by our kia’i
our citizens, to protect this Valley. Thank you.
.

.

.

CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Horcajo.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Tiare Lawrence. She will be
followed by Mikiala Puaa Freitas.
MS. TIARE LAWRENCE:
Aloha. My name is Tiare Lawrence. This past Thursday, over the past few weeks,
we’ve been getting pictures and videos sent to myself and a few others of a lot of the
removals out of lao Valley, boulders, sediment, trees, all of that. From what I know,
from what my sources tell me is hundreds of truckloads have gotten to Central Maui
Landfill. And the big huge mountains of gravel that you see there are from lao
Valley, boulders that were taken out of lao Valley. And like somebody mentioned
earlier before, everything that’s in lao Valley, those boulders belong in lao Valley
because of its sacredness.
Secondly, I also wanted to bring this, you know, had we not brought this to light, we
would not be here today. And because the road has been shut up, closed down, a
lot of people didn’t know what was going on. And residents were reaching out, hey, I
don’t think this is pono, you know there’s hundreds of truckloads leaving every
15 minutes, heading to Central Maui. People following the trucks. So I know for a
fact.
And I went up to the Valley yesterday with Rod Antone who told me that no, no, no,
they are being stored in Waikapu. But he failed to mention that all the mountains of
gravel we see at Central Maui are indeed crushed pohaku that came from lao Valley.
So I want to make that very clear.
And secondly, with, in concern, in, you know, when it comes to the residents, I think
the County is so focused on the infrastructure and not focusing enough on the
residents. Because as we, as we know now, you can stand on Kepaniwai Bridge and
the river is literally undermining the Pico’s residence as we speak. But we’re so
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caught up on the infrastructure, emergency funding, come on, we the taxpayers, you
guys got to malama the people first, okay. That just is common respect, right.
I also know that, my sources tell me that the Managing Director went to Central Maui
Landfill and had ordered that the crushing stop. Now had we not brought this to light,
all of those boulders at Waikapu would have been crushed as well. To, to claim that
oh temporary storage, it’s all shibai because we brought this to light, okay. Why
should our taxpayers be wasted for hauling pohaku out of the river to be temporarily
stored, and then oh all of a sudden, we’re going to spend our taxpayer money to haul
them right back up to lao Valley. That’s a waste of money, don’t you think. Wouldn’t
you guys agree.
And I also in closing remarks, I would like to request the County Council voice their
concern over what Wailuku Water Company is doing upstream that could have major
impacts on residents. There’s a huge mountain of debris and sediment in the middle
of the stream that poses threats to people downstream and also to our marine life
down below. So I would like for you guys to take that into consideration, have your
voices raised, send letter, I don’t know, everyone’s pointing fingers at each other’s
agencies, so let’s cut through it and let’s get it done and, and holomua.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Lawrence.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Mikiala Puaa Freitas. She will be
followed by Tamara Paltin.
MS. MIKIALA PUAA FREITAS:
Aloha, everyone. My name Mikiala. I would first like to start off by addressing the
County Councilmembers as, to clarify. I was one of the young girls that went up
Wailuku River and, you know, posted videos and photos on social media of Wailuku
Water Company’s actions. And, you know, whatever was said about me and, you
know the two other girls that were with me, I would like to let you guys know that the,
our intention was not to place blame. It was to go and oversee, and you know search
a little bit more in-depth to the actions that were taking place, that we had been
hearing about.
And since then, you know, it’s opened a can of worms, I’d like to say a can of
communication, so you know, just regarding our actions that we took in regards to
Wailuku Water Company.
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You know the, what had happened up in lao Valley, we’ve all been, the public, Maui,
the people of Maui, we’ve only seen via photos, and social media, and videos
because we have no access. There, there, the people that are allowed access up
there, you know, I understand it’s for work and, you know, they own, you know,
sections of the river. I mean, you know they have work that needs to be done up
there but if it wasn’t for the community reaching out and gaining access and seeing
what was being done, I, I feel that we would still be in the dark and we wouldn’t be in
conversation with what’s going on.
There’s a lot of money on the line and I understand the work has been done and
that’s what you guys are allocating for today. But there’s just been a complete lack of
communication amongst all agencies.
You know, we went, we had a community meeting with Governor Ige and State
department heads on Wednesday. We voiced our concerns. We asked who was
going to go and oversee. You know, we get responses, me. When are you going to
go. I don’t know. So, there’s just been a complete lack of communication.
Residents are not getting answers, you know. I don’t live up in the Valley, but I’ve
seen what’s being done and, you know, the work that’s being done upstream, it’s
going to affect the work that’s being done below and below. It’s a trickling effect, and
there’s no oversight so why waste money, time, energy and effort fixing one section
of the river where the next storm, I mean it could potentially ruin all the work that’s
being done at the bridge. Like there’s just no oversight, there’s no cohesiveness and
I think that’s basically what I wanted to touch upon today.
Regarding, you know, Wailuku Water Company, I think that’s where safety should be
a concern. What they did upriver, it’s going to directly affect the residents and
everyone below. So it’s not about the water, and it’s not about us preventing them
from having water, but its, let’s share the water. And the river did it for us so let’s,
let’s keep it that way and let’s work together andCHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Freitas.
MS. PUAA FREITAS: --yeah, so communication, guys.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Tamara Paltin.
followed by Michelle Halcomb.

She will be

MS. TAMARA PALTIN:
Aloha mai kakou. Mahalo nui for this opportunity to hear our concerns. You know, I
want to just echo what a lot of the people have been saying. Like most of us know
the difference between Federal, State and County. But, the County is the one that’s
here on the ground, and when there’s no Federal and State oversight, the easiest
people for us to reach out to is the County. And so you know, what people are
asking for, I don’t think is too much. They just want transparency, and they want the
County to lead us in talking to the State and the Federal government, you know.
I know that Director Goode mentioned the Army Corps of Engineers and the permits
like that. But similar to like what Ke’eaumoku said in Kahoma, the Army Corps of
Engineers didn’t make the best decision, you know. We have those grates in
Kahoma and that’s going on right now similar to what is going on in Wailuku. The
machinery is in the river, which normally wouldn’t be allowed unless there’s an
emergency declaration and all the water coming down is brown.
So, you know, I think also another sentiment that I would like to echo is when people
hear the word emergency declaration they think that things are being done to protect
the people and their property, and also infrastructure. But in this case it’s, it’s not
what’s being done in, not only by the County, or not especially by the County, but it
feels like the emergency declaration process is being used for everybody to have a
big free for all in there, you know. And, without a coordinated like, everybody come
together to the table and look at the overall vision, like was stated before, then it’s, it’s
just wasting money, you know.
So if, if you are going to release this emergency funds, please make sure that you’re,
you’re having the conversation with the State, and the Federal, and the private
corporations that you guys all work together for the, the bigger thing. And that this
turns into an opportunity where when we have future disasters whether it is flood
disasters, tsunami disasters, hurricane disasters, that that ground work is already let
by what, already in place by whatever this emergency proclamation or funding is set
so that you guys, all of us can be assured that this type of thing doesn’t ever happen
in the future. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Paltin.
Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Michelle Halcomb. She will be
followed by Amanda Wilson.
MS. MICHELLE HALCOMB:
My name is Michelle Halcomb and I’m a resident of Wailuku. I’m opening a bar on
Market Street, and I know firsthand how hard it is to get a building permit in this
County no matter if the building is something that’s overwhelmingly supported by the
community. I was frustrated by the process, but tried to see the bright side, which is
it slows down development and forces the work to be done properly and respectfully.
Unless of course you can afford to pull the strings and push it through.
The name of our bar is called “Wai Bar”. The wails very important and dear to our
hearts. Wailuku River is a, is there to quench our thirst, cool down our body, and
wash off our soul like a baptismal, and we respect her flow here.
For the last 150 years, the sugar industry turned water companies, have monopolized
Hawaiian’s fresh water resources for corporate profit. Hawaii’s fresh water is meant
to flow to the ocean. It’s key to our delicate and diverse ecosystem, but Mother
Nature’s spoke and takes care of herself. She spoke loud and clear when she buried
the diversions and created a new path for her flow. This is indicative of where we
currently are with the changing agricultural, agricultural reality on Maui.
Now is the time to embrace that change and not force monotony and monopoly with
heavy manmade machinery. It’s time to restore the ama with many hands, many
crops, and plenty mana. Now is the time to listen to mother earth. We are all here to
say that we unequivocally do not support the reimbursement of any work that was,
may have been done to forcefully realign the Wailuku River flow.
I do not support any
the riverbed. We do
will never financially
Water Company and
the wai. That’s all.

removal of pohaku. We do support helping the families along
support the work done at Kepaniwai Park. But we do not and
or spiritually support any work that may benefit the Wailuku
its continued efforts to steal our most precious public resource,

CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Halcomb.
Mr. Clerk.
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DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Amanda Wilson. She will be
followed by Barbara Barry.
(Councilmember Baisa was excused from the meeting at 12:11 p.m.)
MS. AMANDA WILSON:
Hello, my name is Amanda Wilson and I am a resident of Maui and also a teacher.
And I wanted to say I’m really thankful to be able to come in and directly talk to our
representatives. This is a really big privilege I feel like. And I understand this
meeting is for moneys already spent, but I wanted to say from here on out, what I
hear a lot of testimony saying, which is we want transparency and a clear plan. And I
think the public should have access to the plan so that we can be informed, and vote,
and talk, and communicate further.
I hope in the future you work to make sure that Federal funding or State or County, or
emergency funds go to help the 70 plus houses and families that were damaged by
this storm. And, in the future, please consider all of the entire ecosystem of the river
all the way out into the brackish waters of the ocean because there’s a whole
ecosystem that rely on the river flowing through. And that’s all. Thanks.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Wilson.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Barbara Barry.
followed by Jennifer Atkinson.

She will be

MS. BARBARA BARRY:
Aloha, my name is Barbara Barry. I’m a resident of Haiku and I have been watching
this situation very carefully and I am here to offer my support for all of the people that
have had damage and who’s homes and families have been put in harm’s way by
the, the flooding that we had on the 13th of September.
I’m really concerned that due to the emergency proclamation, that the public trust
doctrine has completely been ignored in any of the restorations that have been going
on. To me this is cultural genocide and it cannot be tolerated for any reason other
than people, humans being put in harm’s way.
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And, since it’s obvious from the testimony here today that the people that are directly
affected by this, that live along the lao, the Wailuku River, have not received any
support and help is to me an incredible embarrassment for our County, our State,
and our Federal government.
So before any money gets paid out here, for the request for the funding, I would say
that line item expenditures are really important. The people need to know where this
money is going, and if there is any money at all being paid remotely to the Wailuku
Water Company for any work that they are doing.
I would also like to know where all of the pohaku that they’re taking out of the river
and the soil and the debris, where is that going. Is that coming to the County? Is the
County benefiting by that? And what is the financial value of all that, all of, all of the
pohaku being turned into gravel and all of the mounds of soil being moved around at
the landfill. SO I, I think we have some serious questions we need to ask here and,
and get answers for and I appreciate everyone’s support in this. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Barry.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Jennifer Atkinson. She will be
followed by King Wittman.
(Councilmember Baisa returned to the meeting at 12:15 p.m.)
MS. JENNIFER ATKINSON:
Aloha and thank you for this opportunity. It’s really important that we’re standing
together, and I think one of the things we’re being asked and what we’re asking of
you is what is your responsibility, and what do you define as an emergency. And
what do you define as infrastructure and what do we define as life.
Because I think some assumptions were being made about what infrastructure the
community holds highest and what definition of life we hold highest. And is the
infrastructure about the bridge, or is the infrastructure about the community. And is
life about the life of our economy, or is the life about the life of us that cannot be
separated from water.
Water is life here and I think those are some of the questions and I think we’re kind of
a moment too late at this hearing because I don’t fully understand what would
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happen if you don’t approve this money that’s already been spent. Would it then fall
to each department to come up with those funds by themselves? Because that
would constitute a real state of emergency in the salaries of a lot of the community
members who are also standing here today.
And I think we need to know that. And I think what people are saying is when there
was an emergency we all would have been willing to be here to stand with you and to
come up with a solution in a state of emergency to address the emergency that is
real. The emergency that is real is we have a very dynamic, very diverse series of
definitions here about what is the highest use of our resources and on what timeline
are we willing to accept suffering or trial or tribulation or the rebuilding of our
community so that we can protect those long-term resources that we need to
maintain for all future generations.
And I would ask you as the County Council, you know, what is your highest purpose,
what is your best role. Is it as a County Councilmember, is it as a lobbyist, is it as a
developer? Because right now we want to elect the people that will stand there with
us and take a breath before they take action and say that there are many definitions
of emergency and you need to bring in your infrastructure, which is your community
first to talk about the definition of life when life is threatened. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Atkinson.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is King Wittman. He will be followed
by Sanoe KuailanL
MR. KING WITTMAN:
Aloha. My name is King Wittman, I am better known as Ezae. I was born in Haiku,
and raised in Huelo, I live now in Kula. I have a six-week old daughter, her mother
had her water break in lao Valley on August 27. That is a sacred place, a sacred
place for all of us. And I am pretty concerned about some of the things that I’ve been
hearing.
To my knowledge, the Wailuku Water Company, who you say you have no
jurisdiction over has in the past, diverted the river in such a way that a thousand feet
of the original riverbed was left with no flow. So naturally when we have a 100-year
rainfall event, the river is going to reroute itself in a dangerous way. And now the
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Wailuku Water Company is restoring river flow to their grate and further altering the
shape of the natural riverbed.
And in the face of climate change, we know that 100-year rainfall events are not
100-year rainfall events any more, they’re pretty common. And if this has happened
once before, who’s to say it’s not going to happen again.
And why are the emergency funds being used for the County infrastructure, but not
for the residents who live in that area. Why are they not being taken care of first?
How can you claim to have no jurisdiction over the Wailuku Water Company? You
have jurisdiction to put police in front of the road until residents, or not residents, but
residents of Maui that they can’t access the sacred place.
We do need a line by line price reference of where this money has been going to and
what it’s being spent for. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Wittman.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Sanoe Kuailani. Last call. Next
person to testify is Albert Perez. He will be followed by Erin Gonzalez.
MR. ALBERT PEREZ:
Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Good morning.
MR. PEREZ: Councilmembers. Albert Perez, Maui Tomorrow. I have this testimony that
I’ve been preparing. I would like to point out one thing though and I’d to request that
maybe there should be someone here other than just the Public Works Director, from
the Administration. A lot of the testimony is being directed at the County in general. I
believe that there needs to be a single point of contact for this issue that people can,
the public can call and get good information.
So, and I will proceed with my testimony. The Federal government is issuing
emergency permits. There hasn’t been any oversight to my knowledge in what’s
going on out there in Wailuku River. The State government is issuing emergency
proclamations that exempt almost everything from relevant laws and that seems to
me to be something that they’ve gotten in the habit of doing all too frequently. You’ve
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seen it with seawalls out in West Maui. I think it’s being used to the point where it’s
almost being abused.
The County has also issued a proclamation, they’re protecting their infrastructure,
leaving the residents to protect their own homes. But there is no coordination. There
needs to be coordination mauka to makai. People, when they call in, they should get
good answers on what’s going on and who can you contact.
We need experts who understand stream processes as I’ve said before, fluvial
geomorphology so we can prevent actions that will make the situation worse for
those who are downstream in this and all watersheds. So, I actually have made
some contact with some people over at UH who have that expertise and I’d be happy
to share that contact information with you.
There needs to be transparency and there needs to be a plan to deal with this
scenario which has occurred in the past and will occur again more frequently due to
climate change. And there also needs to be clarity regarding what that $5 million will
be spent on. I don’t think there’s a lot of understanding in the community as to what,
what it’s going to be spent on.
From the public perspective, the activities up in lao have been a mystery due to the
closing off of access. And while it’s understandable from a safety perspective, the
fact that the County could have done a better job keeping people informed. The fact
is some of the post storm activities by Wailuku Water Company appear to have been
inconsistent with their Army Corps permit, and the fact that they are coordinating with
the Department of Water Supply adds to public concern.
The removal of pohaku that witnessed centuries of very significant history without
consulting Native Hawaiian cultural practitioners was insensitive at best. The bottom
line is that lao Valley has been mined for gravel and the community should be
consulted so that these former pohaku from the sacred Valley will be used in ways
that are pono.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Perez.
MR. PEREZ: Can I conclude here.
CHAIR WHITE: Depends on whether you conclude shortly or as others have.
MR. PEREZ: I will conclude quickly. West Maui Mountains Watershed Partnership should
be consulted and brought in. There is stuff going on up in the Valley that needs to be
taken into account. There’s going to be continuing erosion and boulders that are
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coming down. This is going to be a problem that goes on for years and I urge the
Council to immediately designate a single responsible person to coordinate.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you very much.
MR. PEREZ: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Erin Gonzalez. Last call, Erin
Gonzalez. Next person to testify is Robin Knox. Ms. Knox will be followed by Junya
Nakoa.
MS. ROBIN KNOX:
Aloha. Good morning, Chair. Good morning, Council.
CHAIR WHITE: Aloha.
MS. KNOX: This is Tui my service dog and it’s his first Council meeting. I am speaking on
behalf of Aquanimity NOW!, which is a nonprofit that I founded because of the need
for our communities to come together over these water resource issues. Rather than
as you’ve seen what’s happened, especially if there is not clear communication and
there is an emergency. A lot of energy and money and time can go into things that
aren’t benefiting any of us.
So, I approve of reimbursement for the moneys that have been spent and I ask that
you engage an environmental professional with knowledge of fluvial geomorphology
and water resources management. That you have cultural advisors and practitioners
overseeing everything and the, that all these people would have free access to the
work areas. That you designate a coordinator to facilitate both agency and
community efforts in communications with nonprofits. And that you get some
expertise in risk communication specifically.
And I think we really need a citizen oversight committee to work with all the involved
parties on this. My biggest concern is that we are creating a dangerous situation with
that work that’s being done in an uncoordinated way. This is particularly important in
light of the 2015 draft environmental assessment for the lao Flood Control structure
in which the Corps of Engineers asserts that the structure cannot be certified by an
engineer to withstand a 100-year flood. And we, we know from the climate change
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and looking at the data that 100 year floods are recurring very frequently. We don’t
even know how big this flood was, but we know that structure was stressed.
I don’t think people know that it’s that bad. I didn’t, and I follow this kind of stuff and I
don’t remember seeing much public notice of that 2015 draft environmental
assessment by the Corps. They do have, I think, a good plan and the kind of work
we want to see more of, which is mimicking nature and restoring floodplain.
Because if you look at the reality, you’ve got seven miles of river that’s going to have
increasingly more intense rainstorms with more water coming down faster. It’s
restricted to 40 to 60 foot width unless it tears the banks out. And at the bottom we
have a restricted outlet that’s getting more restricted due to sea level rise. That’s our
real situation. That’s the real emergency.
And it’s going to take everybody onboard. It’s going to take the knowledge of
tradition, and the knowledge of the generations in that Valley. It’s going to take the
knowledge of all the modern science, technology, and engineering that we can bring
to bear. And it’s going to take better relationships, our relationship with the water,
and our relationships with each other. We need to really examine that.
And I stand ready to give my expertise, which is considerable in 30 years’ experience
in the water environment to help you do that at no charge to the County.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Ms. Knox, and thank you for your written testimony.
MS. KNOX: You’re welcome. I’m glad you received it.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Junya Nakoa. He will be followed
by Erin Gonzalez.
MR. JUNYA NAKOA:
Howzit, good morning. Oh, not even morning, but fricken afternoon already. How
you guys doing?
You guys was here for the emergency for lao Valley. In Lahaina, the Kau Valley,
whatever that place over there, kind of shaken but. Had one family that was stuck,
couldn’t get to their house. None of you guys when come over there make
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emergency for go over there go help them. We did. We when go over there carry
rock by rock for make sure get water to their house and all that kind stuff.
The sister said she when lose her house, you said you guys no give money to the
private guys, you only give urn to the County and all that kind stuff. Then why you
guys giving rnoney to this guys the Wailuku Company for. You know what I mean,
directing the water to over there and all that kind stuff.
One other thing, why you guys no listen to the people who live here, who live around
the water, who live like Olowalu, Kaula Valley, Kahakuloa and lao Valley. Why you
guys got to get some lobs, Marine guys from the, they don’t even know about the
place. You know what I mean. Why you guys no get the kind people from over here.
Get smart buggas here, like he said, the braddah that said he live in the water, the
river, he know about the river. Why you neva get those guys. You know what I
mean. Try use us sometimes, you know what I mean. We no talk you guys
language, but we pretty good. You know, we pretty much know what for do. We
survived here long time.
You know what I mean, just being honest, brah. And, yeah, no take the rocks out of
the place. Leave urn over there. You know what I mean, so one other place need
rocks, go get urn from their place, no go take urn from us. We tired take care of
everybody else, especially Honolulu and all that kind stuff. You know what I mean,
take care, take care the place where that rock came from. No take urn from no place
else.
You guys only talk about money, money, money. You know what I mean. I know
everything is about money to you guys, but, I mean, make the money go the same
place, tell us where the damn thing going if you guys said money is important. Like
the guy said, itemize thing, or whatever, all that kind stuff. Tell us where the thing
going, so then we no question you guys. Right now we don’t know where the heck
the thing going. You know what I mean, I stay kind of mad. That’s why we get all
nuts. Again coming all the way from Napilihau for come talk story with you guys for
three damn minutes, you know what I mean.
The, just telling you guys right now, kinda getting frustrating, you know what I mean.
It’s funny right now, but I tell you it’s kinda getting nuts. We always got to stop you
guys, you know, from doing stupid things. I know my, my papa use to stop us and we
use to listen. Try listen sometimes to all these guys over here in this place. You
know what I mean. I solid, but I tell you, you guys gotta start listening.
Neva mind this guys with the Army kind guys that only deal with mainland kind stuff
like that, you know what I mean. Deal with the kind stuff in Maui, like the Kahana
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one, you guys doing the seawalls over there. Talk to the kupunas over there, you
know, same thing. You like, all that kind stuff, come over there talk story brah, eh, I
buy beer, you guys can come talk story, you guys bring pupus, you know what I
mean.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Nakoa.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Erin Gonzalez.
followed by Mary Whispering Wind.

She will be

MS. ERIN GONZALEZ:
Hi, everybody. I’m here really to-CHAIR WHITE: Could you bring, bring the mike down.
MS. GONZALEZ: Sure.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
MS. GONZALEZ: I’m short, okay. I’m actually here to stand in protection of the water. I’m
with the Standing Rock folks and all of the earth, we need to stand in protection of
our water. The resources are being depleted and destroyed and manipulated and
this is not right for the rest of our people. This is stealing from our grandchildren,
hello. We want to have something for them when they grow our age. We can’t use it
all. The water’s got to be protected. The land, the sacred sites, they have to be
protected. It’s for our children and our grandchildren.
So when you’re giving water to this Wailuku Company, or whatever you’re doing with
this water, you’re stealing it from our grandchildren, and this is really crucial.
And, one, one of the things that I think that you all should know is a story. It’s an old
story that when I was a young child my grandfather use to tell us stories of what it will
be like in the future. And one of the things he told us was that there will be a space
machine that will go and be able to look at earth. And of course this happened in the
eighties, this Space Shuttle went to, up there and got to see the earth just like
grandfather said.
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And grandfather said these people will be given two choices here. They can see the
earth and see that it’s a living being that has to be taken care of and preserved, or
they’re going to see all the greed and elements that they can extract from the earth.
And he said if they make the wrong choice, if they choose to destroy our great
mother earth, they, this machine will explode in space in a thousand pieces.
And guess what, it happened, that ship exploded in a thousand pieces just like
grandfather David told me when I was a young child. I knew at that moment, that
these people were making the wrong choice. And we really need to stand before it’s
too late for our grandchildren to have this planet and resources. And to take this
water, it’s a crime. It’s just a crime, we have to preserve our water. We have to
preserve our resources and our planet for the future generations. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: And prior to the next testifier, we, we’re going to take a five-minute recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 12:34 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 12:40 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT MEMBER
CARROLL, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting will please come back to order. Members, the Chair’s plan is
to allow all the testifiers to provide their testimony and their manao to us. Once we
do that, we will see where we are and the plan right now is to move the next
Committee meeting, which is scheduled to start at 1:30, we’re going to be moving
that back. We will determine at what point it is. So if anyone is here for the
Environmental Management meeting or Infrastructure and Environmental
Management meeting, please understand that that meeting will likely take place at
least an hour later than scheduled.
So with that, any questions, Members.
COUNCILMEMBERVICTORINO: Mr. Chair. Mr. Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I just wanted to inform you cause I informed you earlier
about my departure at 1:00. I have consulted with Corporation Counsel and the
attorneys from the other side and they have allowed me to stay throughout and they
will depose me at another point in time down the road. So, I am able to stay
throughout the meeting. Thank you, Chair.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, any other questions about scheduling
at this point. Seeing none.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Mary Whispering Wind. Mary
Whispering Wind, last call. The next person to testify is Brian Murphy. Brian Murphy,
last call. The next person to testify is Faith Chase. Ms. Chase will be followed by
Ren Fernandez.
(Councilmember Carroll returned to the meeting at 12:42 p.m.)
MS. FAITH CHASE:
Good afternoon, Council Chair, Members.
CHAIR WHITE: Good afternoon.
MS. CHASE: My name is Faith Chase. I’ve often come to speak on behalf of East Maui
water issues, but I’m prepared to just give some comments to this frightening
situation that we have at lao. Excuse me, I’m really, really nervous.
I guess, I just got to say really quickly that, you know I’m an east side girl but I saw a
picture last night of the stones that were crushed and wow. While that’s not my
backyard and my river, I definitely have rivers that I’m connected to very, we have
traditions and customs and stuff in Kipahulu that we do and I can’t imagine if I’d have
to see a truckload, you know, no offense to.
side people, I mean, I adore lao and
Kepaniwai but I’m certainly more connected to the rivers on my side of the island.
And, if I had to see those crushed rocks of any of my streams, I, I would be, I would
need psychological, physiological help, obviously, it kind of looks like I do now. But
anyway, I just have to say that.
.

.

Okay, I just want to read something really quick and start some of my points. Be
advised this permit is being issued to authorize the maintenance of the existing
Wailuku Water Company intake structure at the project location to restore the stream
diversion to its prestormCHAIR WHITE: Ms., Ms. Chase. Ms. Chase.
MS. CHASE: Yeah.

V
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CHAIR WHITE: I think the Wailuku Water issue has been covered and I’ve allowed that, but
we’re not here to discuss the Wailuku Water Company’s work, we’re here to
authorize the reimbursement of County moneys that have been spent so far.
MS. CHASE: Do you want me to speak to the moneys part of it.
CHAIR WHITE: So if you could, if you could just-MS. CHASE: Why am I being edited when everybody else gave emotional testimony too.
CHAIR WHITE: Well I, I think we’ve, we’ve, you’re reading a specific passage and I-MS. CHASE: Okay.
CHAIR WHITE: --and I just would prefer that you focus on the, the-MS. CHASE: Okay, well the last sentence is the most important and that’s where I’m at, so
I’m going to continue.
This verification is not intended to authorize realignment or any significant alternation
of the Wailuku River.
Okay, I would like to, I don’t understand the one communication from the State of
Hawaii, DLNR, Commission on Water Resources Management, the emergency
authorization. I think this document is null and void. I don’t understand how you can
have the audacity to title or Suzanne Case, DLNR have the audacity to title a
document called emergency stream diversion works repair. Work, when you’re
obviously what I just read, not supposed to do that. Extremely premature, the
altering of the river, the channel, the waterways is illegal. I don’t want Maui County to
be an accomplice and to pay for any of the work that’s been done there. That’s the
litigious responsibility, I don’t, I mean litigious situation. Da, da, da, da, da. One
thing. Excuse me. I work nightshift, I’m sorry.
I want to read, the Department of Army Corps permit application, there is one section,
and this just should have stopped here. Somebody should have been alarmed about
this. It says one section where Avery Chumbley has to answer if there are, are there
any known cultural resources, resources in the project area. Has coordination with
the State Historic Preservation Division occurred or a CE completed. He checks
unknown. Okay, Suzanne Case, Army Corps of Engineers, anybody else that’s
involved, they cc the Hawaii Nature Center, they cc Mayor Arakawa. It should have
stopped there. That’s all I have to say.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Ren Fernandez.
followed by Ellie Rae Marshman Castillo.

She will be

MS. REN FERNANDEZ:
Aloha. I’m here on behalf of President Simon Russell from the HFUU providing some
remarks on his behalf. And on behalf of the 300 strong members of the Haleakala
Chapter of the Hawaii Farmers Union United, I would just like to make it known that
we support the public trust doctrine and the water being used for the people who live
here. Selling the public trust out to create water meters to develop homes for people
who are not from here is not in alignment with the public trust.
Over 50 percent of the homes brought on Maui last year were by people not from
here and we must not sell our public trust to the highest bidder. It must be conserved
for our people. Those are his concluding remarks, so I’ll begin with mine.
So right now I serve on the Board of Directors for the Hawaii Farmers Union,
Haleakala Chapter, but that’s not my first service, it’s, I previously served in the Army
for eight years. And to see our Corps of Engineers being used in this way is
shameful and it’s embarrassing. Because one thing that I know from two years in
deployment situations is that the Army doesn’t just have a Plan A, we have a Plan B,
a Plan C, whatever plan it takes. And something that we absolutely take into
consideration is the cultural respect from anyplace that we go into whether it be Iraq,
Afghanistan. So I don’t know why we’re not taking that into consideration here in our
own homeland.
Maui is one of the most sacred places I’ve personally have ever been to. So to see
such a disregard for the sacred places is really shameful. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Fernandez.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Ellie Rae Marshman Castillo. She
will be followed by Jennifer Noelani Ahia.
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MS. ELLIE RAE MARSHMAN CASTILLO:
Aloha. Aloha, Councilmembers. Thank you for having this today and I think it was
needed a little bit earlier. But, we’re here now, that’s great. Mahalo.
And I just want to introduce myself, I’m Ellie Rae Marshman Castillo, I am a resident
of Maui now for almost seven years. And I come from Minnesota, where I was born
and raised. And I am a certified geologist from Winona State University and worked
for the Department of Land and Natural Resources in Minnesota for four years
teaching and educating on karst and cave geology, and the processes that occur with
flooding.
And I am from the Whitewater River Valley Watershed, which is a tributary of the
Mississippi River and we have seen flooding to this scale on I’d say it was about
every, we had about a eight to twelve-year cycle where we would get major, major
flooding. Houses rolling down the river. People on the roofs. It, it was definitely
something to see, that I would see quite, quite frequently growing up and growing up
in the Mississippi River Valley.
So I am well aware of what happens when floods come. And, yesterday, I was up
checking, or two days ago I was up at, seeing what had happened here in lao Valley
and what they have been doing and I, I just want to say that one of the first things
that was done back home is we definitely were not taking rocks out of the river. We
were actually bringing rocks to the river.
And, this is, it really broke my heart to see what’s happening at Kepaniwai, especially
at the bridge area cause I’m really concerned now, if we were, if let’s say it were to
downpour right now, what we got going on at that bridge. The structure and what’s
going to, what would happen in that flooding area right now is you would get a bunch
of eddies and there probably wouldn’t be much land, or land there at the beginning
where you’ve created the drive down and then on the back side the debris, the actual
debris that should have been removed instead of rocks is still sitting there.
So you would have major damage coming, dams coming up on the back side of the
bridge there which would cause water to flood up. You would now have water going
over the road, jumping the road on that side. And down farther from the bridge, what
you can still see is a huge island of debris. That is now going to affect everybody
downstream.
And, so one of the things that we did in Minnesota for all of these people that were
heavily affected by, that was heavily affected by the damage was the community, the
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County, and the State and the Federal all came together to help those people that
are living on the river and unfortunately some people had to be relocated but that
was only by the help of the County, the State and the Federal and making sure that
they were compensated fully. Not just sorry, you got damage, here’s a little bit of
money. So there are-CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Ms. Castillo.
MS. CASTILLO: --ways to help. Aloha.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Jennifer Noelani Ahia. She will be
followed by Kapono Makahanaloa-Antunez.
MS. JENNIFER NOELANI AHIA:
Aloha. I want to start by thanking the kia’i that have been up in Wailuku River over
the past few days doing what they feel is pono. I agree with them. I think what they
are doing is pono. I think what happened with the premature permitting was not
pono. And I just want to say that I do not support my tax dollars going to the mining
of a sacred place, to the mining of our sacred river, and to the destruction of the
water flow there.
I want to know what is happening with those pohaku that have been taken out? I
want to know what the plan is? I want to know where the money is going? If there’s
going to be money made from those pohaku being mined out of there?
And I also want to make it clear that it hasn’t been shown to us what, what the
science is behind removing those pohaku. For all we know, those pohaku are
protecting the water flow and protecting what needs to happen. If you can get some
scientist in here and tell me this is why we move this, and this is why we move that,
and it’s for protection and safety and to make the water flow better, fine. But I haven’t
heard anything like that.
The Army Corps of Engineer is up there and we don’t know what information they
have. They moved in so fast and there was no oversight, no communication, this has
already been said, you folks know that. But I just want to make it clear, I don’t
support my tax dollars going to what’s going on up there. It’s hewa, it’s hewa ba.
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That water is sacred, water is sacred, this is the same situation that’s going on all
over the world with corporations having more control than people and their corporate
interest being, being used to take advantage of people and their resources. Thank
you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Ahia
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Kapono Makahanaloa-Antunez.
He will be followed by Kawika Mattos.
MR. KAPONO MAKAHANALOA-ANTUNEZ:
Aloha, everyone. My name is Kapono and I come here today as a living ancestor, as
an ola kupuna. I’m going to keep it short and sweet, but I want to tell you what lao
Valley means to me and to a lot of us here.
It is a place of healing. It’s a place of prayer. It’s a place of life. It’s a place for us to
meditate and connect to source. There is a lot of energy in the pohaku up there.
That’s because our ancestors reincarnate as the pohaku so they can watch over the
people. So when you crush the pohaku, you crush our ancestors. And when you
direct our kuleana, our life’s purpose, it’s a major spiritual imbalance and that’s why
we’re here now. Aloha.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Kawika Mattos.
followed by L. Pauahi Hookano.

He will be

MR. KAWIKA MATTOS:
Aloha. Kou mba Kawika.
It may not mean nothing to any of you in this room, or it
may, or it might, but I do hail from these lands. Now my family has been.
.

.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Can you speak in the mike please. Mahalo.
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MR. MATTOS: One, two, three, can you hear me now.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. MATTOS: Yeah, maikai. Now I do hail from these, these lands, especially in these
mountains, moku o Wailuku. I have walked the Ka’apuni that carried this torch
around this island, on both terms in and out of the Wailuku moku. So I’m here to just
stand as a witness on what I’ve seen personally asserting my cultural rights in
witnessing for myself what has been done up there.
And, I know the objective today is to decide whether or not, you know, to refund
these moneys. I’d just like to ask that the Council take a look for yourselves from the
top, where the State park is, all the way down to the County park, and go down to the
residents. Take a look for yourselves, please. Cause, you know, during the time of
fair everybody distracted, yeah.
There is a gate up. lao Park is closed. lao is closed only to residents, to those that
are kokua, that is up there doing their work. You know, take a look at what is being
done for yourselves so you can consciously give a pono response to what you
deciding today, yah. Now pono, I no mean, you know for you guys, if pono is one,
and for me pono is ten, what is the pono thing between everybody and that is as a
community, yah. And I no mean just people, I mean for our island.
Look at what has been done and where that money is being, has been distributed so
far and make a conscious decision on what you are, the next steps you guys going
take in the future cause that is going to reflect on yourselves as, your character as
elected officials from us. Again, I’m a taxpayer same like everybody else.
And I just ask that you guys really take a look at the mining of resource. Everybody
talk about the stones. Just know that you take out those stones from the river,
especially the big ones and you crush um, there is no brunt force that’s going to take
the amount, that’s going to take away from the amount of energy from those rivers
coming down again. You create flumes, like one pressure washer. And the next, the
next storm, and mind you we going into our rainy season now, yeah, this is when we
get the most rain. You create flumes up there and you, you packed it in a way where
you, where you tighten up the river, it’s going to be this, more disastrous for the
community members that live at the bottom.
So please, please, please, I urge you, think with common sense on the decisions that
you guys are about to vote on, okay. Mahalo.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Mattos.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is L. Pauahi Hookano. Last call.
Next person to testify is Autumn Ness. She will be followed by Alana D’Andrea.
MS. AUTUMN NESS:
Aloha, my name is Autumn Ness, I’m testifying as an individual and not as a County
of Maui employee right now.
The community is getting a lot of conflicting reports of what was going on in Wailuku
River so I spent a lot of time fact finding with as many parties involved as I could and
there is two concerns.
One is that the Wailuku Water Company is conducting activity in the Wailuku River
that is at best reckless and irresponsible, and at worst totally illegal. Is any of the
County funding aiding in those illegal activity or is the County directly benefiting from
it. And if so, and there has been no attempts by the County who is working literally
yards away from that activity to stop it, then theCounty is inherently complicit in that
behavior.
The second concern, there have been hundreds of truckloads of pohaku taken from
Wailuku River to two sites. The Wailuku Baseyard, the Waikapu Baseyard, and the
Central Maui Landfill. I’ve personally confirmed from staff onsite at the Central Maui
Landfill and with residents who are working on this project that pohaku was being
hauled there and crushed in quantity. And that the contract for the crushing work
was estimated to take up to a year.
Photos and reports from various sources tell us that the trucks hauling debris to the
Central Landfill were full of pohaku. Had this not come to light and stopped, they
were planning on crushing a lot of that rock. Somebody made a bad call that is in
huge breach of cultural protocol and respect for any of the tradition or sanctity of that
area. These pohaku cannot be uncrushed.
If taxpayer dollars from the Emergency Fund are being asked to reimburse this
activity, I think that that part alone should be denied. I have deliberated in length with
a lot of the players in this situation about what can be done about this. First and
foremost, it’s important to let the, to let the Administration to know that these pohaku
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are not commodities. They belong in the river and any crushing of them should not
continue.
We are getting reports from the Administration that only rocks, only the small rocks
were crushed, the ones that were mixed in with the soil or the roots of the trees. But
independent reports, and what I saw with my own eyes at the Central Landfill say
otherwise. That is not the case from what we understand. There were large
quantities of pohaku going to be crushed.
I don’t know who authorized this, or who knew about what was happening. And half
of me thinks it doesn’t matter at this point. We stop the finger pointing and wondering
who made the call to crush these stones, and allow everyone to move on knowing
that it was a mistake and it shouldn’t happen again. But the other half of me thinks
this is a really good time for someone to own up to the mistake, apologize to the
cultural practitioners and lineal descendants of the area who are upset. Make peace
with the situation, realize that this is the perfect example of why there needs to be
more real cultural advisors and representation in all parts of our government and
move forward with accountability using this as a collective learning experience about
how this government should conduct itself with respect to Hawaiian culture in all
situations.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Ms. Ness.
MS. NESS: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Alana D’Andrea. She will be
followed by Adriane Raff Corwin.
MS. ALANA D’ANDREA:
Aloha, my name is Alana, I’m born and raised here in Haiku, Maui. I was just going
to come and listen but I had to speak. My heart is broken for what’s going on up in
the Valley and I know that what’s going on is not pono.
Mother Nature, she is taking her course. This is what needs to be done and we need
to realize that we need to let the river flow the way it is supposed to flow in the natural
way. We need to protect the families, of course that live below the river. We need to
help them. We know people there that still are not in their home. It’s, it’s a horrible
thing that’s going on but we need to understand that this is nature, this Mother Nature
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and she is taking her course to prepare us for the future to help us and the future
generations to everything that we do, everything that we’re diverting, all this greed
and money that’s going on is not important.
We are, the County of Maui, you need to, the community here we need you guys to
speak up for us. We’re here to voice our concerns with what is going on. And to see
that people are not getting the respect and the help that they need. And to see our
rivers here on Maui being damaged and diverted and taking water that’s, that’s for
this land, for the people of this land. It’s not, it’s not pono and I just have, I hope that
you guys can do what is right and, and let this river flow the way that it is supposed to
flow.
I understand that that’s not important right now, diverting any water, fixing anything,
it’s helping the families. It’s us being as one and coming together to stand up, to help
our future generations and to help the island, the County of Maui to be strong, to let
the river flow from mauka to makai, everything that goes on. Please, thank you so
much for the opportunity. I hope we can all make the right choice.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. D’Andrea.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Adriane Raff Corwin. She will be
followed by Terez Amato Lindsey.
MS. ADRIANE RAFF CORWIN:
Hello, my name is Adriane Raff Corwin, I’m the Sierra Club, Maui group coordinator.
I just wanted to voice support for what was just talked about with the pohaku. I would
like to make a more definitive request. I have learned that in addition to the pohaku
that was sent to Central Maui, there are also about 24,000 cubic yards in the lao
River Basin at Happy Valley, and also, unknown qualities, quantities on the west
side.
I ask Council to consider issuing a, an immediate directive to the Department of
Environmental Management that dictates no more pohaku should be crushed and
that work should cease at these temporary debris storage and reduction centers until
this is all worked out to insure that nothing is crushed in the meantime. So again, I
please ask that an immediate directive be issued to the Department of Environmental
Management to insure none of this, whether it’s at Central Maui, or elsewhere is
crushed. Thank you very much.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Corwin.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: The next person to testify is Terez Amato Lindsey. She is the
last individual who has signed up to testify in the Council chamber or District Offices.
MS. TEREZ AMATO LINDSEY:
Good afternoon. Good afternoon, Council. Thank you for the opportunity to speak
before you guys. I’ll be fairly brief. And thank you to Adriane for bringing up that
important question and that request.
So last week Wednesday, I was fortunate enough to be able to go on a tour through
the landfill. It’s a tour that most people aren’t fortunate enough to actually see. I got
to see how the landfill works, you know what the process is, how they’ve got these
giant cells and they get made into smaller cells and how every night the, the landfill
has to be covered. And they use these cloths, and it’s been saving a lot of money.
And as we’re going through the landfill, the tour guide showed us these giant
machinery things towards the entrance or exit, as it were, where all of these rocks
were being crushed. And it was like, where’s all that coming from. And, and the
response was, yeah isn’t that amazing, that’s like multi-million-dollar equipment that’s
there for just the disaster storm relief to crush these rocks. And I said, well what, you
know, we asked what’s it going to be used for. Well it’ll go in to being cover at the
landfill. They’ll cover-up the landfill because after 18 inches you have to put a layer
of cover over the refuse.
So that’s where I first learned about the rocks being covered. Right after that, you
know the tour is over, it’s the end of the day and I get this phone call from Aunty
Linda, who lives in lao Valley and she says Terez, are you going to the Governor’s
meeting tonight, if so please come up here, you have to see what’s going on.
And she’s like just tell the police officer that you’re coming to see, coming to see me
and she gave me her address. So I joke, I get there, I joke, I’m like wow you live in
the most exclusive community in all of Maui now, you have your own private police
protection here.
So we go up to the top to take a look at what’s been going on and we kind of time the
trucks. She said for days, for weeks, the trucks have been leaving the landfill, at first
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it was like tree debris and all kinds of stuff, and then it was just rocks. And we timed
it, it was about every 15 minutes or so, 15 20 minutes, the truck would back into the
spot, load up as quickly as possible and pull out. And by the time that truck was
leaving, there was already another one stationed up in the parking lot just waiting for
that one truck filled with rocks to disappear.
-

And it was interesting because she explained how the permit was only allowing a
certain area to be worked on. And so you’d see these three excavators working and
reaching under the bridge as far as possible right to the borderline pulling rocks out
from under there and loading them up into the truck.
So my question for you very quickly is, you know, is the storm being looked at as a
financial boom. There are ethical questions being raised here, no it’s not a personal
ethic responsibility, but there is an ethics question being raised that this storm
destruction is looking, being looked upon as a financial benefit to the County. And of
course to businesses, but primarily to the County. And I think that I, it, it’s imperant
upon you guys to really examine what is going on. What is the benefit, what are
these crushed rocks being used for? And you know, it’s not right to make money out
of destruction. So thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Lindsey.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, there are no other individuals in the District Offices
nor the chamber who wish to offer testimony.
CHAIR WHITE: Is there anyone who has not yet provided testimony this morning, or this
afternoon that would like to do so.
Seeing no one coming forward, Members, we have received written testimony,
without objection we’ll enter it into the record.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY
RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING WERE MADE A PART
OF THE RECORD OF THIS MEETING:
1.
2.
3.

Nani Santos;
Summer Starr;
Robin S. Knox;
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Karen Chun;
L. Pauahi Hookano;
Fred Spanjaard;
Tulsi Greenlee;
Ume Binstock;
Noelani J. Paresa;
Erika Lechuga DiSalvo;
Jody Soltau Mountain;
Christine Davis; and
George Paresa.

CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, and without objection, we will close public testimony.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Members, the Chair would recommend that we take a, sorry about that. The Chair
would recommend that we take a at least a half hour lunch break at this time. Any
thoughts on whether we need, whether you all need a little more time than that.
Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I would ask maybe till 1:45 to allow Ms. Cochran
to do her required procedures for her Committee’s posting today. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay. We’ve, we’ve determined that we, by announcing that we’re moving
the meeting back, we don’t need to open her meeting and recess it. SoCOUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: As long as the attorneys will defend that Chairman, I’m fine
with it.
CHAIR WHITE: Well we made the decision with Corp. Counsel’s understanding.
Ms. Cochran, if you, if you would.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, thank you, thank you, Chair and thank you,
Mr. Hokama for that. But during one of our breaks, we, Chair and myself and
Corporation Counsel, Mr. Wong, discussed that cause that was my concern also.
And according to Corporation Counsel it’s okay, we can just continue this meeting
and convene and then I’ll open up my IEM, albeit it will be a delayed meeting, it
wouldn’t, will be starting at 1:30 agendized timeframe. But we’ve been stating that
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throughout the day so according to Mr. Wong that’s appropriate, and if he has
anything to add then he can, but that’s my understanding. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Anyone need more than a break until 1:45? Okay, we’ll be in
recess until 1:45.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 1:11 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:53 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT VICE-CHAIR
GUZMAN, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting will please come back to order. Members, thank you for your
prompt return after a pretty short lunch break.
And before we can, can consider Bill No. 102 (2016) on second and final reading, the
Chair would entertain a motion that the Council affirms the existence of an
emergency threatening life, health, or property in the County of Maui due to a public
calamity and that accordingly, Council waives the procedural requirement of
Section 4-2 (4) of the Charter for Bill No. 102 (2016), requiring that digests of all bills
which pass first reading be published in a newspaper at least three days before final
reading, pursuant to Section 4-2 (6) of the Charter.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
CHAIR, ON BEHALF OF VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN, I MAKE
THAT MOTION.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH:
SECOND.
CHAIR WHITE: We have a motion from Mr. Victorino and a second from Mr. Couch. And
again, Members, this is only waiving the requirement of the, of the printing of the
digest in between. So with that, Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, and I just would note for the record that following
the Council meeting on Friday, staff did submit to the Maui News the digest and it
was published in the newspaper today, which was the earliest we could get it in
there. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Clerk. Let’s proceed with ordinances, Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, we have a motion pending.
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CHAIR WHITE: Oh, I’m sorry. Thank you very much. Members, any discussion on the
motion? Seeing none, all those in favor please signify by saying “aye”.
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
BAlSA,
COCHRAN, COUCH, CRIVELLO,
VICTORINO, AND CHAIR WHITE.

CARROLL,
HOKAMA,

CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed say “no”.
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN.

CHAIR WHITE: Measure passes with eight “ayes”, and one “excused” Mr. Guzman.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK:
reading.

Mr. Chair, proceeding with ordinances, second and final

ORDINANCES
ORDINANCE NO._____
BILL NO.
102
(2016)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING APPENDIX A
OF THE FISCAL YEAR 2017 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI
AS IT PERTAINS TO PART II, SPECIAL PURPOSE REVENUES
SCHEDULE OF REVOLVING/SPECIAL FUNDS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017,
EMERGENCY FUND
—

CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, excuse me.
CHAIRMAN, I MOVE THAT BILL NO. 102 (2016) PASS
SECOND AND FINAL READING.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO:
MR. CHAIR, I SECOND THE MOTION.
CHAIR WHITE: We have a motion from Mr. Hokama, with a second from Mr. Victorino.
Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Also, Members, as
required by the Charter of the County of Maui, this requires a super majority vote for
passage and adoption, which means we need seven votes at a minimum to move
this forward.
Mr. Chairman, this morning we received quite a bit of community input from various
components stating their concerns, their issues regarding portions of this item before
us this afternoon. I will just quickly like to say a few remarks. I believe some of the
questions presented by the community, although not specifically related within our
jurisdiction or kuleana, I think was, is very worthy. It needs to be responded to by
appropriate individuals or agencies. And that the Council should participate as much
as possible in moving forth that request, assisting them in receiving appropriate
communications in response by those responsible for making decisions on how
things occurred regarding this item.
This item is not just about lao Valley and Wailuku River. It is also about
reimbursements for work done by the departments in West Maui and Kahoma
Stream. So this is more than just one area, although most of the comments received
today was specific about lao.
I will say that already because we have an item in Committee, Members, as your
Chair, I have requested, already directed Committee staff to forward to the
appropriate departments a request to receive copies of contracts executed for the
expenditures of funds during this emergency situation so that the Committee can
review appropriately what are the parameters of the contract. How those bids were
required to be performed, that would also qualify this County for FEMA
reimbursements.
So already we are working to assist and get appropriate information, accurate
information I hope so that we can respond to community concerns as best as
possible.
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I find it interesting cause in my briefing, Mr. Chairman, my understanding regarding
the pohaku or the boulders of great concern by the greater community, my
understanding was it was to be placed at a temporary site close by and that it was
going to be used either back to the site, or for within appropriate use within the
ahupuaa.
That is my recollection of what was, I was told personally by
representatives of our departments. Not once in our conversation did I hear about
crushing, fill material for other needs outside of what I thought was appropriate
regarding health and safety.
So I appreciate the community bringing up concerns that I am, of course, just as
much as they are concerned about also. But today, Members, we are here specific
to reimburse the departments for their operational output during the emergency. And
as I understand it, that was spent within the parameter of law and appropriately
approved permits.
Again, your Committee of Budget and Finance will continue with the second submittal
further detailed review of those contracts to see whether or not the County responded
in a manner that we need to correct.
I hope not, but if it does, then I’ll be one of the first to say the County will do its part to
make the appropriate corrections. The Council is very much concerned about what is
pono. We are one of the few bodies that does action in the open. We allow people
to testify and give comment in the open.
Okay, so, regarding transparency requests, I’m all for it because we are required to
perform in an open arena. So I have no issues with that either, Chairman. But,
without approve, approving this today, it will impact the various departments that
have already expended their funds on their regular day to day requirements as
mandated by the Charter to provide for the greater total community of Maui Nui. That
is one of my concerns, the inability of the departments to continue functioning on their
day to day requirements.
Your Committee on the Budget and Finance will do its job, Mr. Chairman, in insuring
in open meeting, that the purpose of the moneys spent is within the parameters of
law and meets the litmus test of our community’s concerns. At this point in time, I
would say I’m going to ask the Members to please support the second and final
reading. We have a lot more work to do regarding this concerns brought up by the
community.
And I think it is our part to assist them in getting the appropriate responses also from
the State and Federal governments of what their role of responsibility was and how
they perform their duties in response of the emergency. Thank you very much.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, and I too will pledge my support to, for this
emergency funding cause these are moneys needed to continue the, the process
that we have accomplished to this point. But I will assure everyone here in the
meeting today that I will be putting a PAF together to find out and better understand
the procedures, the decision-making, why the public was not informed and, and
consulted in all of these areas. And this emergency, was it that drastic that these,
these different groups were left out. So I will be putting something in PIA to look at
this whole system that we have in place for emergencies so that in the future, we can
avoid this kind of mistrust with, between us and the citizenry of Maui County.
I think there’s a lot of misinformation, but to, before I can determine that, I must find
out how, and when, and who, made what decisions. And I think it’s very important to
include Corps of Engineers and others who are part of that decision process. I think
the public needs to understand their procedures and how they operate also,
Mr. Chair.
So, I will be moving that very soon to my, to the Policy and
Intergovernmental Affairs Committee so that we all can have a good discussion and
the public can see the transparency as it needs to be seen. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I echo both Mr. Hokama’s and
Mr. Victorino’s comments and I look forward to the PAF coming out. I really do think
we need to have a representative from Corps of Engineers and CWRM up here to
say, okay here’s how things work, and here how, here’s how we’re going to do it from
now on. Because we have another potential bill coming up for $5.3 million and
before that gets passed out, I certainly would want to hear what the plan is, are we,
do we have a plan, a coordinated plan. A lot of the testimony talked about a
coordinated plan. That’s something that we always talk about. Let’s get everything
coordinated.
Yeah, I understand that there was an emergency so people had to do what they had
to do. But let’s get a coordinated plan for both the public work that we have to do and
at least let us know what the private, you know, the, the residences that are heavily
affected by, by this need to know who’s coming in and who’s going to help and, and
how we’re going to get it going.
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So, yes, it’s not normally our purview to do this, but as some of the
we’re the boots on the ground, we’re the ones that they can come to.
ones as Mr. Hokama said, that is the open group, the one that can
meetings in the open. So this is the logical place to do it. So I’m
maybe in Mr. Victorino’s PAF, that we include a panel and, and
coordination plan. So thank you.

testifiers said,
And we’re the
only have our
asking that in
some sort of

CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, the, the Chair sees that as a possibility, either in PIA or in the shorter
term when we have the additional request for $5.3 million that Mr. Hokama may
choose to ask them to address the body as well.
Further discussion?
Ms. Crivello, followed by Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. I, I want to express that I appreciate
the testifiers that, you know, really spoke about the restoration and, you know,
spiritually there’s a reason for the season or there’s a reason for everything, nothing
is coincidental.
So, for us, I think, you know, first of all I’d like to say I support the authorization of
these emergency funds in regards to the flood damage. I agree that we should have
the CWRM people here because we get targeted. We’re, and we welcome all of the
input. But the emergency authorization to the Wailuku Water Company did not come
from us and trying to understand what they declared from the CWRM or the Hawaii
State’s authorization. I think that needs to be clarified.
And I agree with Mr. Couch if we can have the Corps of Engineers of the Honolulu
District as well as the, what am I saying, the CWRM people to, to explain to us what,
what is it that they permitted in, in full detail and what was allowed and what shouldn’t
have been allowed.
I also feel that we need some explanation as to the comments or the information that
was shared from testifiers about the crushing of boulders. At, at who’s expense and
what will it be used for. And I look forward for all of the itemized charges that, or
expenditures that the different departments will give us.
But I’d also like to give credit to our departments for responding to the families and to
the destruction of the Wailuku River. And I think the intent, or the conversation that
has been thrown out that we need to come up with some strategic plan for lao Valley
with the community is worth for us to look into. So this has open up more
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consideration on our part as Administration and, and the County Council work to
collaborate how we can respond better, if that’s what they’re saying or make
improvements along the way. So, that’s it. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Crivello.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And, you know this issue, I was away
for a while and as I understand, most of you had been up there with Administration,
what have you to take a look at what’s been happening. So I’ve, was up there only
ten minutes prior to the start of this meeting this morning to go and see. And the
reason was, because it was declared twice by Chair of CWRM that the, that the
actions by the company is illegal.
So, the community is asking this County, what, where do we go, who do we ask?
CWRM is based out of Oahu, we have, yes, we are the Council who’s on the ground,
but nobody is responding. So I went up there, called DOCARE and said we need to
go, come with me, let’s go take a look. The company had left very early this morning,
our County workers were there doing permitted work that they are allowed, so things
were going well.
But you know, this is where the community is saying we are all working in our silos
but collectively we need to understand what each other is doing because we’re
working in conjunction and that’s a question in my mind too. Are we, we are not
working? Is DWS, Water Supply not working with Wailuku Water Ag in, in some form
or manner? Cause that is where the water comes to feed all of our community,
through that diversion. So I mean, we try to say no it’s not about that, but you know
what, I have a question if it is or not. And I think that needs to be answered and the
community would like to know.
And people brought us some great points in regards to removal of the pohaku,
definitely the culturally, you know, significance of them and what have you. Who,
God knows what was in the soil and the iwi that’s probably gone forever.
But you know the removal of those rocks it’s like the revetments or, you know, to curb
the energy of waves crashing into our shorelines. Same thing happens with the flow
coming down from mauka. It’s curbing the energy and as some people stated, we
want to protect our infrastructure. Removal of these pohakus, yet to be seen. Not an
engineer, but you know, water’s going to move that much faster.
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So there’s a lot of questions and I don’t know Chair if we’re going to dive into this, this
preliminary cost incurred as to why we are approving this $5.3 mill, the total on this is
a million dollars short of what we’re giving. So, and a lot of this is very vague for me,
very generalized. Debris processing, what does that mean? We heard a lot of
questions being asked today of what is debris and what’s processing? What is being
processed, what, what’s it being used for. I mean the list goes on and on.
And, you know, I understand this is a reimbursement of work that’s been done. But I
got questions about that work that’s being done, that has been done. And it’s not to
take away from the assistance of you know, life, family, property, and things of that
nature. But the, the, you know, the rock removal and what have you, those things, I, I
do question.
I’m just on the principle of this not going to support it today because I think that it, it’s
going to pass because we’ll have enough bodies here. But I’m going to stand on the
grounds that you know what, there’s way too many questions for me, things that I
cannot stand aside and support at this time.
And, I think in closing, because I just don’t even know where to go. You know, right
after this meeting before our lunch break, the Mayor, the Mayor was asked “Did you
get to watch the testimony?”. Two and a half hours of passionate testimony. And his
response was “I don’t got time for that comedy. I don’t got time for that comedy.”
This is the Administration that I’m going to put trust in to make sure they do the right,
pono thing here. I can’t, I don’t, I don’t know what to say to that. So, Chair, yeah, I’m
very upset what’s transpired here. But definitely going to get to the bottom of things
and regain the trust of the people that we are put into these seats to represent and to
support. So that’s all I got Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran and Ms. Crivello, we do have department heads here
available to answer some of the questions and, and I think it would be appropriate to
get some of them answered before we take action.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair. You’re reading my mind. You
know we’ve heard a lot of very passionate testimony today and I’m sure that all of it is
very heartfelt. But I also have another part of what’s going on in my feelings. I had
the opportunity to tour the area and it wasn’t until, it had happened quite a while, it
was last week some time that I was able to go up and take a look. And so some stuff
may have been cleared away before I got there, but when I was there work was
going on.
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And like Mr. Hokama, I was under the impression that the, and I asked about what
was happening to the boulders that were being removed. And I was told that they
were being moved and stored, and that, you know, their future, they might come
back, they, they hadn’t decided yet what were going to happen to them, but they
were being moved and stored.
And so I’ve been okay with that, but this morning, I heard over and over and over
people say that the rocks are being crushed. And I would like to know is that true or
is that not true.
CHAIR WHITE: If, without objection, Members, I’m happy to call Mr. Goode back down to
provide an explanation.
Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Goode.
CORPORATION COUNSEL PATRICK WONG: Chair, if I may. There is other Directors
that are also in the gallery that I believe you should also call to the, to the front.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Stant.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Yes.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, any objection to Mr. Stant joining us.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Goode.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Mr. Chair, Members of the Council. Dave Goode,
Department of Public Works. So the question is as it relates to pohaku and the
Department’s handling of them. As I mentioned earlier, we haveCHAIR WHITE: Could you move a little further away from--
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DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Sorry, the initial, I’ll get it right. The initial cleanup early
on was a mix of all kinds of stuff, mud and debris, the household items. But as, as
the days progressed the material became more consistent. And so any work that we
had specifically at the bridge and at Ua Place, our contractors were specifically
directed not to take any pohaku to the landfill. Most of the material was used on site
and redistributed. When it could not be used onsite, for whatever reason, space,
size, with material, what have you, those pohaku, which are generally, we’re talking
large, not grapefruit sized, larger material was taken to what we call 209, the
209 acres Council helped us purchase off Kuihelani Highway.
And so, like I said that earlier on, at the very beginning there was a mix of all kinds of
material and that was taken to the landfill. As far as the landfill operations or other
material that came in I’ll defer to DEM.
DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT STEWART STANT:
Mr. Chair and Councilmembers.

Thank you,

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: If you could identify yourself.
DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: I’m Stewart Stant, the Director of
DEM. Our, our Department’s involvement in this, in this, in this project was we took
on the, the debris and, and waste that came out of lao.
The first off, I, I want to apologize to the public because I understand, you know the
frustration of not knowing and maybe hearing things that were or you know, may
have not been happening. Myself as a Director I probably could have, you know,
done a better job in getting it out to the community how we were handling the debris
coming in.
But, on the case, just so you guys are aware, no boulders were ever crushed that
came in from lao. In fact, the only rocks that came in from lao Valley, the river, was
mixed in with dirt and debris. Imagine this, we had a total of over 500 truckloads
coming in to the landfill. They were processed and cleaned and screened so in that
debris, the, the boulders that came from lao were removed and separated. The dirt
and, and smaller rocks, I mean, you’re talking like smaller than fruit size, were
processed and became gravel, which is still at the site.
Now the boulders that we do have at the site that came from lao, it’s still at our site.
We haven’t crushed them, it’s still available. Whatever the Council decides that they
want us to do with the boulders, we can, we can go ahead and do that.
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In fact, I have my Division Chief, Mr. Mike Ratte, here. He has some pictures for the
Council so you can actually see what has happened, how this, the system, how all of
the waste was processed and you’ll have a picture of the boulders that’s still onsite
right not. In fact, the temporary site as of now has been closed until further notice
and the boulders are still there.
So if, Council Chair, if you mind our Division Chief has some pictures that we can
handout to the Council.
CHAIR WHITE: If staff could please hand it out.
DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: And Council Chair, if, if I can have
our division speak, answer questions that the Council might have.
CHAIR WHITE: That, that would be fine.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Chair, if I may. The photos that are being handed out to the
Members and to, can be made available to the general public. We just didn’t make
enough copies for everyone in the gallery, but it certainly can be made available and
it can be posted on our website.
CHAIR WHITE: Is there a total of three?
DIVISION CHIEF MICHAEL RATTE: There should be five pictures total.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Yeah, we’ll try to make some extra copies. And,
want to go look at this online, where would they find it?

.

.

.

where if people

CORPORATION COUNSEL: It has, it hasn’t been uploaded yet, online. But as soon as we
get a chance to do that we will.
CHAIR WHITE: But would they find it if they went to the Department of Environmental
Management’s site, a portion of the County’s site or the information site.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Actually I think it would be prudent if it was uploaded to the
Council’s website as, as an exhibit that can be uploaded to your agenda item.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Hokama, can we post it on your, your portion of the website?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We’ll be happy to do whatever it takes to get the public
informed of the photographs, Chairman.
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CHAIR WHITE: Okay, so we’ll make. Ms. Baisa, do you have a follow-up?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, and I’d like to thank you for bringing the Director down.
But I do want to reaffirm that it was correct what I was told when I went on the tour. It
was three weeks after the incident when I finally went so by then, all of this earlier
debris had been cleared. And when I asked them the question, they were talking
about the big rocks that were there. So what I heard was correct. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I think what would be of interest to the Council
and the general community at large is, what was the determining factor why a load
didn’t go to the temporary holding site versus going to Central Maui Landfill.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Mr. Chair, Mr. Hokama. For, for Public Works, early on,
we were trying to respond as quickly as we can, obviously, we had a very serious
issue. But we were also in the process of selling up the site at the landfill. We
weren’t sure if we could use 209 or not, so we had to work with FEMA a little bit on
how to do that, how to setup a, like a manifest process to get the paperwork together.
So early on, that was our choice was, our only choice really was the landfill.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Didn’t we have another temporary site, 17 acres or
something besides the 209?
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Where, I’m not familiar with that, where?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I thought that was part of the information coming from your
Department that there was another temporary holding site.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: I’d have, I’d have to get back to you on that unless that’s
the portion of the 209 acres that we were using.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well again, my information as told directly to my face was
this would be used, the pohaku would be kept and reutilized for either the lao project
or within the ahupuaa. That was what I was told to my face. Cause I’ve asked the
questions.
I was concerned more also about what impacts, even if we did the work, because the
State is doing work more mauka than us. If they didn’t do their job right, with the next
storm it’s still going to impact all the County and private properties below. So that
was part of my concern. And the community brings it up, almost every testifier,
coordination of effort. Because we had no clue what the State was doing. We have
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no clue what Wailuku Water Company was doing. But our concern was we’re
expending millions and could be washed down in the next major rainstorm because
the land is already saturated.
So I think the Councilors were asking very pertinent questions on trying to
understand the request of reimbursement, and that is why we have asked Mr. Baz to
give us detailed breakdowns by accounts, “A”, “B”, “C”, how each department was
utilizing their cash to respond.
And for Ms. Cochran, part of the amounts you see and why it’s below the five million
is we have yet to receive from Fire and Police their overtime and their requirements
as they responded to the emergency. And we know that those two departments
expended a lot of energy and resources, Ms. Cochran.
But that is my concern, Director, whether it was miss, I’m, if it, I misunderstood, I
would apologize to the community and all of you and the departments. But if I’m
correct on my understanding, somebody’s going to have to take responsibility of
decisions made. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, Mr. Hokama, you and I both heard the same thing. I’m not sure
Mr. Goode understood the question, but it was our understanding that there was a
17-acre site leased from, I believe HC&S near the landfill where the debris was
initially taken.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Mr. Chair and Mr. Hokama. Our intent was, the larger
pohaku, we are essentially storing for reuse, where appropriate. If that, if that’s
determined to be within the ahupuaa, that can be done. But at this time it’s purely
storage while we continue to deal with what we have.
CHAIR WHITE: But the, the question is, is there a 17 acre or 18-acre site adjacent to the
landfill where the, the debris, especially the trees and other vegetative debris were
taken before they could, they couldn’t be immediately processed because of the
volume, what my understanding was.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: That, that’s correct, and I believe that’s the site that DEM
is operating.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So Chairman, I believe Director Stant has approved it so if
Mr. Ratte can give us a response to my question and concern, please.
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DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Yes, thank you, Chair. Thank you, Members. Appreciate the
opportunity to hopefully clarify some, some things that were discussed today. If you
guys do have those five photos in front of you, I can just quickly kind of summarize
our site there. But, just briefly in, regarding the 17 acres.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, sorry, Chair. Real, before, sorry, Mr. Ratte, sorry to
bother you, but can I just get a date on when these were taken so I can judge what
you’re explaining to that context please.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Sure, I can go through each picture and explain that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, they’re all different?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: There’s two different dates associated with these.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Just to clarify the 17 acres. When, when our Department first
got preliminary estimates of the amount of volume that we would be dealing with, we
did have 40 acres.
CHAIR WHITE: Move, move a little further from your mike.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: We did have 40 acres adjacent to the landfill, it was basically,
used to be cane field there that we initially were looking at for a debris management
site. The additional 17 acres was leased from A&B within about three days’ time and
that’s when we setup this TDSR or we call temporary debris management site.
The picture that shows the containers and the scale and the two trucks driving in,
that’s basically the receiving area where trucks will come into the site. They’re scaled
there with a certified scale so we know exactly the tonnage coming in. That picture
was taken I believe about a week ago. I can get the exact dates if you guys want.
CHAIR WHITE: Just for clarification, does this reflect trucks that were coming in from lao or
is this other trucks?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct, the majority of all the trucks and loads that we receive
was from above Happy Valley, above the basin area. There’s a, not sure if that’s
called like a dam, but above that dam area, above Happy Valley is where I believe
the lion’s share of the loads that we received were from that location.
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Various haulers were contracted by, I believe mainly Public Works and that was
delivered to us. Per FEMA requirements there was a lot of tracking that we had to
do, photographs at the site and then another photograph when the truck got to our
site. Again, the scaled tonnages of each load.
There’s another picture that shows, a big picture of the entire site with Haleakala
mountain in the background. And you can see the incoming loads and then you can
see some processing activity down below.
The third photograph which, I don’t know if this is visible or not, but basically a pile of
mainly dirt and silt and some smaller rocks entrained in this material that we
received.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: What, what date was that, for this one?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: I believe that was taken also about one week ago when we were
in operation for about four days there where we were receiving loads. All larger
boulders as Director Stant had mentioned were moved to the side and stockpiled.
And, all the other material, the dirt and there was some smaller gravels, mainly dirt,
small gravel and some smaller rocks were screened and they were crushed down to
two and a half inch minus. But this is entrained rock that’s in this material from this
other photo that were very small rocks in nature and very difficult to screen those out.
But if you look at the last picture, which shows the larger boulders and larger rocks,
this material was never crushed as Director Stant mentioned. And we never planned
to crush that at this point so, as the Director mentioned that can be relocated as
needed. And as Director Goode mentioned, you know, majority of all rocks went to
the 209 site. To my knowledge we never received a single truckload of, of just rock
material or just boulder material at all. What we received was along the lines of the
picture that shows the pile of incoming, with some rock entrained.
Just to give you aCHAIR WHITE: Sorry, Mr. Ratte, which, which photograph are you on?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: The boulder, the boulder picture here isCHAIR WHITE: And, and we’ve just taken--
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DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: --the rocks that’s been separated to the side.
CHAIR WHITE: --we’ve just taken photos of the photos and they’ll be posted on the, at
mauicounty.us on the Budget and Finance Committee portion of the website, and
they will also be on the Council’s Facebook page, shortly.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Thank you. And just to summarize, we received approximately
2800 yards of what we call mixed green waste which was trees, brush, debris, and
some entrained rocks in the root systems of that material. That green waste for the
most part went directly to EKO for processing there. Some rocks there, about
40 yards of rock was there, of the 2800 2900 yards, 40 yards was smaller rocks
and some larger rocks which can be available to be returned to lao.
—

Our debris management site received about 7900 yards of mixed earthen material of
which about 250 yards of, of larger rocks and boulders were separated out, and that’s
that final picture that you see there.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can you please hold up what you’re referring to as the final
picture.
CHAIR WHITE: We’re not sure which one you’re looking at.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The boulders.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Yeah, that’s the larger boulders that we separated out. And this,
this picture here is a good representative of the material that we received at the site.
You can see it’s probably 95 percent dirt, earthen material and small gravels and grit
and silt that were from above the basin above Happy Valley.
We do have additional pictures of that material in, that is up in Happy Valley and I
believe there still remains about twenty to thirty thousand yards of material up there.
But it is generally silt, grit, mud, dirt, with some entrained rock. But not large boulders
and there’s some entrained green waste in there. But, small, small percentages of
that as well.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Victorino.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, question directed to you Mr. Ratte. When did we
start receiving any material? Do you recall what was the date we first started
receiving material from this destruction, from this flood?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Bear with me for a sec. I can confirm these numbers I’m about
to give you but I believe on September 28, was the first day that we received
quantities of mixed material, earthen and green waste. And we received for about
five days straight on 9/28, 9/29, 9/30, and again on 10/4.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, so prior to that none, no material, nothing was
brought down from lao to your landfill.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: I’d have to confirm those dates. Prior to us, it took us three days
to get this debris management site setup. And prior to those, during that three-day
period we did receive some material from residents, pickup truck kind, and some
residents did hire some private contractors to help them just with their urgent needs
of clearing up their homes and debris. So we received some of that material into the
landfill. A majority of that was what we would call MSW, mixed solid waste, rubbish
and trash. Not a lot of, of earthen material or green wastes at that initial period other
than what was piled up on the side of the road going up in there. We started to
receive that in the landfill for, for that three-day period before we got the site setup.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, again, I guess the question begs to, when was the
first material brought down. If not by, by these contractors, then by the private
entities that were, you were just mentioning that brought private landowners and
private contractors hired by the landowner. When did material first start arriving at
the landfill.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: I can confirm that for you, I don’t have that in my paperwork.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Basically assuming that it started immediately after the rain
stopped, I’m sure loads started coming in. The County allowed the community up
there to place materials on the side of the roads and then that started coming, but I
can get those dates for sure, but it was immediately after the storm subsided.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well I know, Mr. Chair, I know for a fact that big trucks
were coming out of there within a week of the flood itself. So these dates are not
corresponding to what I see and I live there and I see the trucks coming in and out.
So that’s why I’m, I’m asking this question.
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And I know you put in bins for people to bring their rubbish out, right the private
landowners. So I’m trying to ascertain, and I know one of the other problems,
Mr. Chair, was the fact that the reason the road is closed and was closed to the
public so, so that they hear it, cause I was one of those who was instrumental in
putting this together.
Is number one there were visitors and tourist that were actually traversing our park
and into the river without knowing the danger. I could not tolerate that. Secondly
there were residents, they were taking their rubbish and dumping it into our bins, their
own rubbish, which I couldn’t tolerate.
And so just for you folks to hear it, it came from me. I pushed hard so that only the
residents and emergency services would go up there not with any idea of closing out
to the public what was going on, Mr. Chair, but really to protect the wellbeing and
safety of our visitors and residents who have no business being in that area. And
with all the heavy equipment and trucks moving in and out, along with the National
Guard, I wasn’t going to take a chance of being here to discuss a lawsuit because
somebody got hurt doing something they shouldn’t have been done, been doing,
done I should say, excuse me.
So, what I’m trying to ascertain when, and maybe Stewart you can add, if, if you allow
Stewart to address that because I’ve seen rubbish and, and trucks coming out there
within three or four days after the major flooding. So, that’s what I’m trying to
ascertain at this point.
CHAIR WHITE: Maybe Mr. Stant, or Mr. Goode.
Mr. Stant.
DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL
Councilmember Victorino.

MANAGEMENT:

Mr.

Chair.

Thank

you,

Actually the day after the event, trucks were going to the landfill and that was all from
the Parks Department. So they, they were the first to start bringing the waste from
the parks, so questions on the, the first load would probably be better answered from
the Director of Parks who is, who is here today.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, we can call him up later on, Mr. Chair, but I just
wanted that clarification because I was with Mr. Buenconsejo the day after,
inspecting that area, and there were trucks taking rubbish down. So I was wondering
how we getting all these dates that don’t correlate to what I saw. You know, I know
the private trucks and private landowners did it a few days later. But I remember the,
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the Parks Department and Mr. Buenconsejo can verify, I went with him on a complete
tour of the area at that time and yes, rubbish was being loaded into bins and to trucks
to be taken down to the landfill and I was told that.
Thank you, Mr. Stant for clarifying that.
CHAIR WHITE: If you don’t mind, Mr. Victorino, I’d like to go through the, I’m still not sure
what these other photos are. Who, I wasCOUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, again-CHAIR WHITE: --photographed it.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --but they are, they are saying these dates, like they said
a week-CHAIR WHITE: No, no, I understand your point.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, and I’m coming up with October 3.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Ratte, could you mention what this picture represents. Again, for those
of you who are going to go online and look at the pictures.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Yeah, I mean I-CHAIR WHITE: That one is the first one he, he referred to and then we have the second
one, and the, and the picture of boulders. And then the one I’m asking about now is
a overview from the elevated portion of the, of the landfill.
(Councilmember Crivello was excused from the meeting at 2:41 p.m.)
CHAIR WHITE: What does this represent?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: All right, thank you, Chair.
Yeah, I apologize, I mean I literally my staff and I just printed these out minutes
before I walked in so we didn’t get a chance to number them or put dates on the
bottom, and I apologize for that.
I can certainly provide dates that each picture was taken. I believe, Chair, this is the
picture that you wanted me to discuss.
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CHAIR WHITE: Yes.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Okay, that’s that one.
CHAIR WHITE: It shows the Maui Disposal truck in the foreground-DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Right.
CHAIR WHITE: --and then what looks like rock crushing or sorting material and an
excavator-DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct.
CHAIR WHITE: --on the right hand side and another excavator in the, in the far background
to the left side.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct, yeah this picture is actually taken from our Central Maui
Landfill up high so you get a better view of the entire site. The County of Maui owns
40 acres, right across that road that you see in front of the Maui Disposal truck. And
then we did lease an additional 17 acres in that area.
If you look up, up at the far left hand corner you’re going to see the makeshift scale
house that we setup which there is a close up picture of that, here. Incoming trucks
are coming from up there, and then they get scaled and, and deposited, sorted and
•the material itself goes through a trammel screen. The dirt material falls out the
bottom and then gravels are coming out the end of the screen.
Prior to that though, if you look closely, you’ll see a pile of boulders just up from the
Maui Disposal trash truck there. And that pile of boulders does signify the separation
of larger boulders and rocks that we pulled out.
(Councilmember Crivello returned to the meeting at 2:43 p.m.)
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Members, any question on those photographs, or that photograph?
So, what, I guess what is this showing because I see an excavator on top of what
looks like a pile of, of gravel.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Yeah, perhaps another picture that I have there better depicts
the detailed operation that’s going on which is showing the, the crusher and the
conveyor, which is this picture right here.
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CHAIR WHITE: Members of the, of the public this is the, this is the one you’re referring to.
It shows coarser gravel in the foreground and then looks like a crusher and
excavator.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct. So basically, when the material gets dumped off the
truck, they are loading it, but as they’re loading it, they’re sorting out and moving the
larger boulders and rocks to the side, and then the smaller material is being picked
up and ran through a trammel screen, which is in the far ground there. The dirt you
can see it getting conveyed up the ramp and into a pile on the right hand side of the
picture. And the smaller gravels and dirt, and there is some woody material that you
can see in there, difficult to separate, that’s going through that crusher as well. None
of this material had any sizable rock or boulders associated with it. That stuff was
manually separated out as it was being picked up.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Mr. Guzman.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: On, on the referenced photo that you’re, that’s before us right now.
The, which one is the crusher? Is this the, right here, is this? In the foreground.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct, yeah it’s the one closest.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: It’s kind of blueish, blueish gray.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: And then the, behind the, behind the crusher you see there is a
pile of rocks, it looks like good size, I don’t know, melon sized, maybe beach ball
sized rocks behind there. That looks like a pile of, is that where they’re dumping it or
is that where they’re picking it up to go to the crusher. See what I’mDIVISION CHIEF RATTE: The, the pile--.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: --in the background.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: --on the far back, back.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Yea, see that.
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DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Yeah, so as that material is dumped, they are sorting and
separating the larger boulders and rocks to the side. The only material that’s going
through that crusher is smaller material, a little bit of green waste, and gravels, grit
and that goes through the screen first, trammel screen first, dirt goes to the right and
then gravels are going through that crusher.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: But the, are these all taken at the same time, these photos? Or
separate time periods.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Again, I don’t have the exact dates for each one of these. I can
certainly get them. We were only running this site for four days so this probably was
in day one or two when these photos were taken.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Yeah, I think they’re on separate days because this boulder pile is
much smaller than the one in this boulder pile, I mean large rock pile. See, it’s, it’s
the same photo but different angles.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Right. Yeah, I can certainly provide dates for everything.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Okay, what was the tonnage of the rocks that were gathered per
day?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Per day, hold on just a sec. Okay, and just to clarify again, what
we received was material that looks like this so we would call that mixed earthen
material, certainly not loads of rocks came in.
On, now to clarify Councilmember Victorino’s question about the dates that I gave
were dates that our temporary disposal site was set up. We, as Mr. Stant clarified,
did get some loads immediately right after the storm was coming directly into the
landfill, we had no other place to go with it.
Once we set this site up on September 28, we received about 530 tons of mixed
material, and then 1500 tons of earthen material that was fairly clean dirt and silt and
mud. And then on 9/29, we got about 870 tons of mixed material, and about
2500 tons of earthen material. 9/30, we got about 980 tons of mixed material, and
about 2900 tons of earthen, and about 12 tons of mixed green waste.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: So at, at any point did you weight the rocks that you separated to
crush.
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DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Again, we weighed every load that came into the site. After it
was separated out, we still have those boulders on the ground to this day so we
certainly could weigh all those, but we haven’t done a second weighing of the sorted
and separated materials.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: No, but you mentioned earlier that you did crush some rocks, right.
So you don’t, you don’t crush the mixed stuff with the rocks do you, the same
crushing procedure. Do they all go into the same batch or do you separate the rocks
from the earthen.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: They were, they were separated from the earthen mixed material
before they even went into the trammel screen.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: So my question again is, what was the tonnage for the rocks, not
the earthen too, cause you, sounds like you separated it.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct, we did separate it out and they are still lying on the
ground right there onsite. We can certainly load those up and weigh those if, if
Council so desires, but we did not do a second weighing. We weighed all the trucks
as they came in, probably was five percent small rocks and maybe a few larger
boulders that you see in the pictures. But they all came in in one truckload, mixed.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: The photo that you referenced us, that has a big pile of crushed
rocks in the front.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Correct.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Is that, from where?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: That material, I’ll go through it one more time. So when it gets
into the pile, you can see on the top left hand corner there, that’s basically the raw
material right there. Any larger boulders, rocks pushed to the side and you can see
some of them in the, in the background there that you mentioned earlier. It gets
loaded, those boulders never went into the screen.
The rest of the material went into the trammel screen. What fell out at the bottom of it
you can see it going up that conveyer and that’s pretty good, you know, probably two,
three-inch minus dirt and soil material there. Any rocks that were, you know,
probably six inch or minus, and some organic material and gravels and stuff that did
not fall through the screen went to the crusher.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Okay.
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DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: And this material you’re seeing is, has been crushed.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: So is that, this material here is the same material that is shown
here in this photograph where you have this big crane on top of it. That’s the same
material or is that gravel?
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Is this the picture you’re referring to.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Yes.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: That material right there I believe is more of the silty dirt material
and the, the pile on the far background there is more of the crushed gravels.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: So, may I ask what you were directed to use the, the I guess
crushed materials for.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: There has been no direction on, on how this was going to be
used. Mainly we initially were told anywhere from 100,000 cubic yards to upwards of
300,000 cubic yards that we may have to deal with. So, our main focus was to
accept what came in, utilize the site as efficiently as we could to make sure we had
space for. We certainly had ideas of where it could be used, but none of it has been
used and I haven’t been directed to use any of it in any way, shape or form.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Okay. There, there was no assumption or direction that called for
this material to be used as coverage for the landfill.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: It certainly could have been, and could be still to this day if we
wanted to use it as cover material. Certainly, it should be used for some beneficial
use. But, that final determination has not been made, but yes, that was definitely a
possibility that was discussed.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: But it hadn’t, it hadn’t come to fruition, it hadn’t been executed.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: Certainly not, and all this material still remains on this site.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Goode, question for you. My understanding is that the FEMA
reimbursements require us to take pictures of each truck going out, each truck
unloading or something along those lines. Do you have a sense of how much of the
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material that we’re discussing have gone to the site, came from the, the debris basin
versus other parts of the stream?
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Mr. Chair, my, my understanding is that probably most of
the material came from the debris basin. As relates to the FEMA reimbursement, I’m
not well versed enough to know the ins and outs of it. We’ll be done, although it’s our
intent, along with Civil Defense, Mayor’s Office, all of the departments are working
hard to get as much FEMA reimbursements as possible:
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, I think that’s an important piece of this is for FEMA reimbursement,
my understanding is there has to be significant documentation showing that the, this,
the things were actually delivered, taken to one, from one spot to the other. So, I
know Mr. Hokama has requested all the documentation to be presented at the
meeting when we will discuss the additional 5.3 million.
Ms. Cochran, followed by Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. I think, so none of this needs to have
any type of oversite by State Historic Preservation, archaeological person monitoring
at any of these sites during this work? It doesn’t call for that?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Chair, if I may briefly. The answer is the Governor’s
proclamation has waived all those requirements, given the emergent circumstance.
Be mindful that the need for immediate response was upon us on 9/14, the day after
the flood. Be mindful that if the Governor’s proclamation did not take into effect,
Public Works would not have been able to, and will till today, not be able to exercise
the need to move the debris from the riverbed to the temporary dumpsite at the
landfill. So all of this is done in accordance with the Governor and the Mayor’s
disaster proclamation.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, and I guess because I could see the initial day it
occurred or a few days after, but this has been weeks ongoing and that’s why the
people are wondering what’s continuing to be brought out of the area. Where is it
stored. What’s being done with it? Especially in regards to the pohaku.
And there was one testifier who just did a site tour yesterday, I believe, and was told
by DEM personnel there that it was crushed in order to be used for fill. And now we
have Director here saying no, yeah it was discussed but no it was never said. But
that person working at the site was lead to believe that that is what it was being used
for and that’s their job.
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And so I have a question in regards to the crushing. Who’s benefiting, and who’s
profiting from it. Because someone made the call, and I believe this photo of these
larger stones is because they don’t fit into the crusher. That’s why they’re sitting on
the side. But everything else that came out of that Valley or basin, whatever you
want to call it, the stream, got crushed.
Trucks pulling out every 15 minutes, full load, quite a bit. So, that’s why I wanted to
know the dates of these. I’m getting photos that were just taken yesterday that have
way more than what’s in these photos, that we see here today. So I got questions in
regards to the timeframe on these photos we’re looking at right now.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Stant or Mr. Ratte.
DIVISION CHIEF RATTE: I think something that will clarify. Yes, there was a lot of trucks
that came out of there. I only have information about what went to the landfill, not
what, not what went to site 209. So, perhaps an accounting of the number of trucks
or yards that went to 209 would help explain the massive amount of truckloads and
boulders that went to that site.
And I believe Director Goode had mentioned that earlier but that, that is the, where
the rest of these trucks went. What I received at the landfill was mainly this earthen
material, not trucks and trucks of boulders. We actually received no trucks of, of
boulders per say. Like that, that went to 209.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And so as I understand, so, Chair if there, we’re going to
have follow-up. I guess questions being more detailed, answers to our questions, I
mean I’d like to see if there’s a way to get contracts.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. HokamaCOUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And that’s going to go through Mr. Hokama’s Committee?
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Hokama’s requested all the contracts for the current work. And I’m
sure that they will be asked to provide any contracts that they’re, that they have
secured for future work as well. And, and these, these all are very good questions
and I think we need answers to them. I think, you know, I think we’ve, we’ve had a
reasonable review.
I think we have a lot of time when it gets to Mr. Hokama’s Committee where it will be
possible for us to get pictures from the public as well as the pictures and further
documentation from the departments as to what, what’s transpired. And we’re all
looking for the same, same thing. And I think it’s important that we get answers. I’m
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not sure we’re going to get all those answers today, and I want to give the
department time and, and give the public time to share whatever documentation
they’ve generated as well.
Mr. Couch. I’m sorry, Ms. CochranCOUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, and, and also just, just the procurement steps that
were taken for these. Is that something that’s privy to us?
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Chair, if I may.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Wong.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: Again, the proclamation from the Governor has suspended all
rules relative to procurement. However, we will be able to provide you with the
information that you seek as it relates to contracting, as it relates to the steps that
each department has taken to help alleviate the burden that has been stressed in the
lao Valley. Procurement law is specifically suspended under the declaration.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And Chair, lastly, sorry, I, I know we’re not, the focus
today is on lao, but Kahoma is in here. Kahoma repairs to the water system and we
don’t have DWS here.
CORPORATION COUNSEL: They’re here.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: But maybe perhaps if we get to water later I’ll want him to
talk about DWS. But I’m looking at photos of work being done in the flood control
channel in Kahoma right now as we sit here. And there’s some heavy equipment,
mud, runoff, I mean, you name it, and I think it’s Public Works, but I don’t know.
Maybe Director Goode knows if his people are in Kahoma Flood Control right now
and has been since 4:00 a.m. this morning.
CHAIR WHITE: I, I believe we have a responsibility to keep the flood control channels
clear. That’s, Mr. Goode.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Yes, Mr. Chair, Ms. Cochran. Kahoma, like lao has a
debris basin on the mauka end of the, of the channel. Kahoma unlike lao is lined the
entire way to the ocean. lao is lined for a portion and unlined and lined at the makai
end. So like lao, we have permission from the Corps to dredge out all the material
that’s been caught up in the basin. Like lao it was stuffed full, making, rendering it
useless. Meaning the next storm that come down was going to wash down way more
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stuff and it’s really important for us to get that material out of there. It’s the same type
of material, has woody debris, some rocks, some silt, some, all kinds of stuff.
So we’ve been cleaning that with our own forces. So like I mentioned earlier, some
stuff we contracted out, this one we decided to tackle in-house. So it’s been done
primarily by our Lahaina crew, some assistance from Wailuku and even Makawao’s
brought in some trucks when they had folks available. Our latest estimate as of this
morning was around the first week in November to conclude that work.
We also added some BMP’s as best we could along the concrete portion to collect as
much silt that does continue to come out. It’s again, a little more difficult because
we’re putting BMP’s on top of concrete rather than if you had earthen material and
had an opportunity to seep, seep into the ground. Anyway, that’s, that’s the, that’s
the activity we’re doing in Kahoma and part of the request before you today as it
relates to Kahoma work.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, and so I guess just all that heavy mud, sludge,
runoff, occurring. I mean you’re doing the best you can and this emergency
proclamation is allowing you to, I mean it is what it is, it’s silting out, you know, into
the ocean at this time and what have you. But, I guess too bad, so sad, can’t do
much about it because of the way it’s built and the basins the way they’re built and
what have you.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: If I could respond. It’s doing its job the way it was built.
The fact that it’s full of stuff and water continues to come down means silt is going to
come down. If we leave it there, more silts going to come down. So our job is to get
as much out of there as we can so as to minimize the long-term runoff effects of the,
what’s in there.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: So, his response brought up another question. So you’re
saying essentially that if you didn’t have that debris trap in there, all that stuff would
be in the ocean.
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
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DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS: Thousand and thousands of yards of material.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Correct.
So, Mr. Ratte brought up something about all this documentation for FEMA, for
FEMA reimbursement. Does that mean, if we get money back from FEMA that goes
back into the Emergency Fund that we’re taking this out of.
CHAIR WHITE: That’s my understanding.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay, that’s all I just wanted to double check. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah. Any further discussion, Members?
Mr. Guzman.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair.
I believe most of the Members have had a moment to comment. I, I did ask a couple
questions but I didn’t put on the record my comments as to how I perceive or believe
this emergency situation came about or was handled.
I had an opportunity to visit the site. I have to commend the departments and the
Fire Fighters and all the County employees that acted diligently in response to saving
lives when the storm happened. I was able to witness some of the clearing out or
cleanup of the debris basins, which are vital to clearing out to avoid any further
sudden floods that would happen in the future.
However, what I did observe was I saw our County employees doing their, you know,
good job as they usually do and they were off working. And then you see a private
entity, the Wailuku Water Company, they were doing their thing at a certain site and
you saw private owners doing something at a certain site.
So what I, what was missing was basically what you hear from the testimony, where’s
the coordination. Everyone was doing their, their thing, trying to protect their own
assets but not looking at the bigger picture.
So it would have been great if I was, you know, I had the inside tour, but it would
have been nice for the general public to see a master plan on what each of these of
entities were, were doing, or plan to do. It would avoid a lot of confusion. It would
be, avoid a lot of panic attacks. It would, actually listening to the Department here,
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the landfill, and their explanations would have been great to hear prior to today’s
meeting just so that we would be informed and we could, you know, answer some
questions that are out there in the public.
(Councilmember Baisa was excused from the meeting at 3:06 p.m.)
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN:
I’m sad that, I’m disappointed that that part of it wasn’t
incorporated in the whole situation. And maybe it’s growing pains because we
haven’t dealt with a lot of emergency situations. But this is a lesson to be learned. A
lesson to be learned to take to the next time that we are, encounter this type of
situation.
We should have emergency plans set. We should have these sites already
designated as the debris sites. We should have, you know, some type of procedurals
in place. You know, and, and it’s unfortunate that as a Council, we are the
appropriations of the money. So a lot of times, we don’t get a bird’s eye view of what
the Administration is doing because that’s not really our job. It’s the Administration’s
job is to administer emergency situations and day to day admin duties.
I, I like a lot of what the testimony was provided to us today, like we should have
cultural advisors, and we should have, you know, an emergency community
coordinator, risk communication headquarters to, to give weekly or every other week
updates on what’s, what’s going on.
One of the most disappointing aspects is the, the communication about the rocks.
You know, that’s, that’s really, doesn’t sit well with me. And so even though I, I totally
understand the whole matching portion, where we have to prove and show evidence
to FEMA so that we can get the matching to get reimbursed for all of the work that
we’ve done so far. I just want to, at least on my side, as, as my vote goes, I’m not
going to support this just as, just as a sign of look, we can do better.
(Councilmember Baisa returned to the meeting at 3:08 p.m.)
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: And we will do better, and I think I, I stand with the voice in the
minority to say look we’re, our eyes are on the ground and, and we’ve got to do much
better. So I, I know that we have enough votes to pass this, so, I, my, my vote is just
in, in the negative on this one. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I, I just want to comment on the, you know, where my,
some of my colleagues would choose not to support these appropriations or
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emergency. But I’ve never heard anything, any concerns about lao Valley in the past
from any of my colleagues. Maybe conversations, but it took this emergency for us to
have, to awaken and to inoculate us to how to come up with a plan.
I think Members of the community have voiced their concerns about coming together
and have a cohesiveness in, in planning this. So I would hope that we can at least
respond to our fiduciary responsibility to our residents of the ahupuaa and continue to
understand the sacredness.
And you know, we can say cultural practitioners, but if we are going to even talk
about that, make sure they’re from that area. Not just any practitioner that comes to
claim. It has, to me in my opinion they have to be cultural practitioners from the
ahupuaa. And, and that is where the discussion has to be with the practitioners from
lao Valley or that whole ahupuaa that we’re talking about. And they need to be
included, they need to be considered.
Why is it only now that we’re paying attention to something like this? That should be
something in discussion for most, most of our islands, not wait for a disaster to
happen for us to take into this kind of consideration. So I understand where my,
some of my colleagues choose not to support the emergency appropriation, I can
understand that, and I am going to respect their choices but I would like to at least
have us follow through in meeting the requirements that we have legally. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: You know, Ms. Cochran, I mean, Ms. Crivello you bring up a good point.
Because I think, you know, we all know that the lao Flood Control system has been
maintained by the Department of Public Works for many, many years.
Although this is a significant event, it’s not the first time, nor will it be the last time that
Public Works Department is pulling debris out of the debris basin and moving it for
disposal somewhere. Because, part of what they’re responsibility is, is to maintain
the capacity for the, the system to control flooding. And in order to do that, they’ve
got to remove the, the boulders and debris.
They’re using up that capacity, that’s not the right term but, and I, I’m so happy that
some of our colleagues know how many people are going to vote in favor of this so
that they feel comfortable that everyone else is going to carry the load. I don’t know
what the vote count is because we don’t count votes here. So, anyway, with that, I
also respect everybody’s ability to vote as they see fit.
Mr. Couch.
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COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. You know, I understand this was a, a,
one in a 100-year storm, the last time it happened in a hundred years. Something
that we have not had to prepare for before. Now we know, we know what to prepare
for. We know other areas where we can prepare so we have landing areas or, or
whatever, things in advance that we know and procedures in advance that we can
do.
But I don’t want this to put a chilling effect on the emergency people who have to go
out there and make a decision at, you know, right away to see, you know, let’s
unblock this, this stream so that a potential flood the next day doesn’t wipe out
people’s property or people’s lives. So, I don’t want them to be hesitating, saying
okay, what are we going to do.
Let’s get a plan in advance for you know, as much as you can. But don’t not do the
lifesaving, or the, you know, potentially lifesaving things because we aren’t sure and
you have to stand up to a Council and get grilled. Don’t put that away or else that’s
going to, you know, somebody’s going to hesitate at the wrong time and that’s not
going to be a good thing. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: By the way, for those of you in the public, the pictures have been posted, I
don’t know if anyone is trying to go get them, but they are at the mauicounty.us site.
Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much, Chair. I’m going to support this
measure and I do understand that we have concerns. However, in perspective this
was an unprecedented emergency. We had water everywhere. We had trees and
roads, rocks rolling around and, you know, I was out that night that this happened. I
was not near lao, but we were at the Hawaiian, Native Hawaiian Chamber of
Commerce meeting. And in trying to get Upcountry, we came on Waiko Road and
then out on Kuihelani. And there was water everywhere, just everywhere, and we
were lucky that we were in a car that was high enough that we could get through all
of it.
I have a little bit of an idea of how bad it was that night. And yes, maybe we could
have done things more coordinated and talked to more people. Hindsight is 20/20.
But you know, when you have a big emergency and people’s lives are on the line,
you do what you have to do. And I think that’s what happened. And I don’t want to
get lost in the negative comments.
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The positive that I heard the day I went to the sight. I sat there and cried and prayed
with the families that almost lost their homes and their lives. And I listened to the
wonderful comments and compliments for our Chief who practically carried an elderly
person out of there and saved lives, and risked his own life to do that. And likewise
everyone else who was there on the scene at midnight with lives trying to do the best
they could, risking their lives to save others.
I think that this community responded very well to the situation. And yeah, maybe we
didn’t do everything properly. But there’s a lesson learned and hopefully it will be
another hundred years before we have to face it again, which will give us some time
to sit down and realize lessons learned and maybe have better procedures in place.
But as far as I’m concerned, I’m more than happy to support this money and I want to
thank all of those who got involved in doing the work necessary. Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And you know, I too agree with you,
Mr. Chair. I haven’t counted votes so I’m not sure where, where this is going.
But I will say this to all that are in the room, that are watching that, like Ms. Baisa just
said, you have a split second to make a decision for what needs to be done, where it
needs to be done, and when it needs to be done. It’s an emergency. I cruised that
whole river from the river mouth all the way. I saw how high the river mouth got to
the very top without going over into the lower part of Wailuku, Paukukalo.
Another, another foot and a half and it would have overflowed the banks and gone
into Paukukalo. So I can imagine how it was on the top. When I went the very next
morn ing before anybody else had been up there, I saw Mrs. Duarte and some of the
other people. I saw the major cuts that were made by this disaster.
It wasn’t two days later, it wasn’t a week later, that very next day. And as I cruised, I
never went on private property, I had respect for private property, I never did. But I
went every place I could enter through public access including down at Wailuku by
lao Parkside and Wailuku Parkside, all along that area. We came within eight feet of
Maui Disposal trucks falling in. I followed that whole path.
The Corps of Engineers were great in putting
area by Mokuhau Valley and
preventing and the retention basin was a great idea. But I went up by Mokuhau
Valley and walked up. The retention basin was to its max. So I knew more water
coming down would have just done more damage.
.

.

.
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So all those that, you know, I think we getting convoluted now. We getting two
different issues. One is an issue about Wailuku Water Company, that’s not what we
talking about right now. We’re talking about what needed to be done and these
people did it. They put their lives on the line.
I was up there when the Parks, our, our inmates as well as our Water Department
was trying their best just to prevent any more damage, prevent anybody from getting
hurt. And yet I saw people entering the area without any, any safety in their mind
and going into the park and as well as into the riverbed. That’s why insisted that the
Police be there, to prevent somebody from getting hurt because people can’t use
common sense. And I’m saying this right here, in public. And I dare anybody to
argue with me in this room because I’ve seen it firsthand. It’s too late once
somebody is hurt, too late when somebody’s killed.
We did a great job, our people preventing anybody and rescuing the Higa’s and other
families. I couldn’t see any tourist or other visitors getting into that river and getting
hurt. Mr. Wong doesn’t need any more cases on his docket. Thank you, Mr. Wong, I
didn’t mean to get you, personal, but.
You know, Mr. Chair, I’ve been there and done that. You want to vote “no” on your
conscience, that’s fine. This is not what this is about today. And we will put the
cohesive effort together to make sure that this plan and action for the future. That’s
what part of my, my whole, in my PIA Committee will be, is to make sure that the
public and the private, public/private and others in the, in the Corps of Engineers and
CWRM and all of them come together and let’s make a plan so in the future when it
happens, I don’t care who’s the Mayor, who’s the Administration, Managing Director, I
don’t care who he is or she is, they’ll be a plan and action that we need, and we can
follow.
But you don’t have it happen, it’s really hard to plan. Only after it happens do we
know the idea and what we need to be done, what needs to be done, Mr. Chair. So,
again, I vote, I support this because this is action that was taken to mitigate and save
lives and protect property along that river. It’s not for any one company, it’s not for
one individual.
And we have tried our best by putting in, what you call that, bins to remove rubbish
on, for the private owners that were on, along that river bank to help them bring out
debris. But yet there were people taking advantage, throwing their own personal
rubbish in there. And that didn’t get me, if that didn’t get my goat, a lot of other things
have.
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So Mr. Chair, I, I like you will not, I support this effort in this area. If we need more,
then Mr. Hokama, my Committee others, other appropriate committees can come up
with. But we need to make sure that these people don’t have to second guess what
they need to done because, have done because they don’t have enough money to
get it done.
Again, I’ve said many times, emergencies are not nine to five, Monday through
Friday. They come when they come, and as you’ve seen in this one, it came late at
night when there wasn’t anybody on duty. And everybody including Mr. Duarte,
Captain Duarte, who came out there and personally risked his life saving neighbors.
So I would say, with all of that being said, Mr. Chair, I hope my Members realize that
this is just an appropriation to take care what had to be done then and only then. For
futuristic other, then it’s up to them to decide. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Yup, Mr. Guzman.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Thank you. Second and final comment. Yeah, based off of the,
the comments that were on the floor, I estimated the count. So I did make the count,
I could see who was for and against based off of the, off of the comments.
And what I’m saying is, not to take anything away from what has been done, I think
the County has, and the workers have done a great job. But to vote unanimously
means picture perfect, 100% accuracy. And what we heard today from our
community is it wasn’t 100%.
So I am voting in the minority so that their voices can be heard as well. So it’s
nothing against helping the, the residents there, or, or not funding the work that we’ve
already accomplished, but there are people out there in our community that also
need to have a voice. And I know that we have, by, based off of my count you have
enough to pass this forward. So thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: I, I appreciate your comments but in effect you’re not allowing us to feel the
same way. So, and I’m not going, I’m not going to let you respond.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Why wouldn’t you let me respond, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Well because we’ve, we’ve--
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VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: Well, well, look you get the final say on that.
CHAIR WHITE: --okay let me finish, let me finish my comment.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: That’s not correct. You don’t get the final say on that, you put me
out of order right now.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, let me finish my comment. Basically by saying what you’re saying,
you’re accepting the fact that none of us care about the concerns that were brought
up.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: That’s not what I meant to say.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay.
VICE-CHAIR GUZMAN: And you’re putting words in my mouth. That’s not, that is not what
I meant at all. That’s, that’s your out so that you can vote the way you want to. Don’t
put this on me.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay. I’m going to call for the question. All those in favor.
Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman. As the maker of the motion I get last comments,
second and final. I would say difficult situations bring out intense emotions from a lot
of different components of our community. This is a great example. I’m happy to
know that the greater community responded in a positive manner.
But there is still an, I’ll say it on the floor today, what concerns me is the element that
try to take advantage of the situation. And I’m talking about those and I appreciate
Mr. Victorino bringing Police involved. Because even during an emergency, even
when we knew our own fellow neighbors were in peril, there was an element that was
out there that tried to steal and burglarize private property. That is totally
unacceptable.
Okay, for those again, trying to take advantage of a bad situation by bringing their
opala outside of the region into that area because of their irresponsibility and their
lack of, what I would call, well I cannot say it on the floor because it’s not printable.
But there’s still that type of element out there. Distasteful as it is.
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I would hope that we would look at this as why there are specific concerns of that
area understood. For the greater community. We talk about Maui Nui and I hear that
thrown at us over and over. Our purpose is for the overall greater good. If we are
born here, we understand culture. I can tell you this, when it comes to Lanai, you
better be ma’a and be part of Lanai because I would have a hard time taking
comment from outside of Lanai about Lanai. I live it, I know my culture of that island.
We are m&a about it.
So I have great respect for those when they say about lao, we need lao people. I
can, all I would say is now is the time for us to become one, not find this little hairline
cracks to split us up into little divisions. It is not who we are as island people trying to
find an island solution to an island problem. Why we thinking about the Western of
how to divide, when we should be coming together as one.
Talking about culture, interesting. I still think we need to support this for the greater
good. We need to act as one family in response to a very bad situation and not find
ways to split us up and make us into a divisive group. That I will not tolerate. Thank
you, Chairman.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
Ms. Cochran, you had a comment.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, yeah thank you very much. And I just have the
feeling that if it weren’t for the people speaking out and taking the actions they did,
they wouldn’t have, they wouldn’t have had this opportunity. And you know, the
emergency occurred on the l3~”, we are now in October and so it’s not to take away
from what’s been done, the work, the people that’s been helped and all of that. So
yeah, the reimbursement factor, you know, needs to be.
But for me my, my stand is the questions that people had all throughout since that
night this crisis had occurred. They weren’t getting answers. So it continued and it
grew and it festered and it came to this boil, to this head that we see here today and
what’s occurred. And so, you know, I’m going to stand by that and just going to be
that voice that you know, they, they have the right to be heard and the right to be
recognized along with the rest of our community and the people who live on the
stream and what have you.
But, so that’s my stance for, for taking, you know, the, the point I am and it’s just the
principle of it. And Chair I, my office has submitted a photo, copy of the landfill from
where DEM mentioned, today. This is a photo taken today, which, sorry, yesterday,
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that shows a whole lot more gravel piles way bigger than the photos that was
disbursed a few minutes ago. So I just want to show that the work is continuing, the
crushing and what have you. So, just want to make that point, again, why I cannot
just for the principle for this, stand on this vote. And, that’s, that’s my point Chair.
And I did need to mention about my IEM rescheduling for Wednesday, the

1gth•

CHAIR WHITE: Wednesday, the 1gth•
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, 10/19 at 1:30.
CHAIR WHITE: At 1:30, okay. And I, I totally agree with your comments that this, this
would not have happened had the community not brought it up. And I think it was a
very healthy bunch of testimony we got. It was heartfelt and, and I think everyone
has taken it very instructively, including all nine Members of the Council. So, I
appreciate that.
Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I got to say, you know, I’m, I’m
just on the border of being insulted, just on the border of being insulted. Every one of
us in here heard what the community had to say. We’re asking for the proper
procedures be done. We’re asking for people to be up here and talk about what’s
going on. We’re asking what the community asks for.
To say that we aren’t giving the community a voice, I think is insulting. It’s, I’m now
off the edge of being insulted. I am insulted that we are not hearing the communities
voice, we sure as hell are. And that’s why we are, you know, the next $5.3 million
there better be a lot of experts up here. There better be a lot of explanations and a
lot of good explanations because we listened. Just saying no doesn’t mean we didn’t
listen. So thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair. Promise this will be my last time.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, I’m not sure it’s, is this your, how many, I don’t know how manyCOUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well he did respond on the third time with you but that’sCHAIR WHITE: I don’t know how many times you’ve spoken already, but I think we’ve had,
at least everybody has had two turns except for Mr. Carroll.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think Mr. Carroll hasn’t said nothing, but he just
coughed up there, poor thing.
But Chair, real, real quickly.
CHAIR WHITE: Something very brief.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, very brief. Chair, again like Mr. Couch and the
rest, we’ve listened and I have assured everyone that, what we plan, what I plan to
do to make sure that the entire Council and the community is, is heard in the future
and making a plan of action that needs to be done. So, I, my vote is strictly on the
pretext of this has been done, they did the right thing at the right moment. Now we
got to make sure nothing goes wrong, and like Mr. Couch there better be great
details, great explanations when they come for the 5.3 or I may not be supportive of
that. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, are we ready to call the question. All those in favor please signify by
saying “aye”.
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS BAlSA, CARROLL, COUCH,
CRIVELLO, HOKAMA, VICTORINO, AND CHAIR
WHITE.

CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed say “no”.
NOES:

COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN AND VICE-CHAIR
GUZMAN.

CHAIR WHITE: We have two “noes”, Ms. Cochran and Mr. Guzman, and the remaining
seven are “ayes”. Measure passes.
Mr. Clerk.
DEPUTY COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, there is no further business before the Council.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much. Thank you for a very spirited discussion and thank
you to the departments for being here to provide some of the explanations. And
thank you especially for all the hard work you’ve put into making this emergency be a
little softer than it might have otherwise been.
We are adjourned.
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ADJOURNMENT
The emergency meeting of October 11, 2016 was adjourned by the Chair at 3:32 p.m.

ENNIS A. MATEO, OUNTY CLERK
COUNTY OF MAUI, S
E OF HAWAII
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Emergency Meeting of October 11th, 2016, 11:00am
To: Council of the County of Maui
Mike White, Chair
Submitted by: Summer Starr
RE: Bill 102 (2016) “A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING APPENDIX A OF
THE FISCAL YEAR 2O17BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI AS IT PERTAINS
TO PART II, SPECIAL PURPOSE REVENUES SCHEDULE OF
REVOLVING/SPECIAL FUNDS FOR FISCAL YEAR 2017, EMERGENCY FUND”
-

Aloha mai kakou. Aloha Chair White. Aloha Council. Mahalo for the opportunity to
testif~i this morning.
My name is Summer Starr and I speak as someone who has ‘ohana in ‘Tao valley and
who has been working tirelessly for the past month recovering from. this immense natural
disaster. I mahalo the County and Department of Public Works for all of the work that
you have done to protect the families thus far.
I will be covering three separate issues today. The first is in regards to the unlawful
activities of Wailuku Water Co. in the Wailuku River. The seco.nd will be in regards to
the removal of stones and subsequent processing of said stones from the Wailuku River
by the County of Maui. The third is how I would suggest the Council and the
Administration take proactive measures to work towards the de-escalation rather than the
escalation of this conflict.
item 1: Wailuku Water Co.

--

Violations of the Clean Water Act §404 Permit

Wailuku Water Co. (WWC) has pursued work in the Wailuku River despite being locked
in an active contested case. It was also brough to light that WWC had failed to request
and did not receive a permit or authorization from CWRM until three days of work in the
Wailuku River had already been completed. A section of the permit that was eventually
granted reads as below:
“Be advised this permit is being issued to authorize the maintenance of the
existing Wailuku Water Co. intake structure at the project location to restore
stream diversion to its pre-storm (September 13, 2016) function and capacity.
This verification is not intended to authorize re-alignment or other significant
alteration of the Wailuku River.”
This makes clear that realignment of the stream by Wailuku Water Co. is most certainly
an unlawful act. Though realignment is what Wailuku Water Co. has clearly done with
impunity thus far.

Surely it has been made clear that the violation of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) permits by WWC has been deeply troubling to our broader community. It is
recognized that the activities of Wailuku Water Co. (WWC) in the Wailuku River are out
of the technical jurisdiction of the County of Maui but many of us have been trying,
every single day to be in touch with both of these agencies and have been getting no
response. Upon this consistent lack of communication and refusal to respond from the
regulatory agencies, private citizens have taken it upon themselves to take measures to
protect their natural. resources. Jeff Pearson of State Commission on Water Resource
Management (CWRM) has gone on record on several occasions admitting that the work
of WWC is outside of the legal scope of the permit.
I am here in front of you today to request that the County Council, as well as the
Arakawa Administration utilize this opportunity to collaborate with the community to
request a response and action from these regulatory agencies.
I strongly feel that much of the discord and frustration in the community and in this
room today could be resolved if the County Council and the Administration work
with community organizations such as Hui o Na Wai ‘Eha to demand enforcement
from those agencies who have neglected their statutory obligation to enforce those
clear violations of Wailuku Water Co.
Item 2: The removal and crushing of rock from Wailuku River by the County
It has also recently com.e to light that in the work contracted by the county to remove
debris from the river stones have been crushed. This has been cause for much tension in
the community.
For clarification purposes, the County has two storage locations for the debris removed
from Wailuku River. The storage facility in Waikapu is where a large majority of stones
have been sent and are being stored as per Best Management Practices (BMP). The debris
material that could be turned into compost (i.e. trees limbs) have been send to a property
adjacent to the County dump for processing. In this process, stones have been discovered
within the tree debris, and without explicit direction, those stones were crushed into
gravel. Upon learning this information yesterday (10/10/16), the County has agreed to
cease all crushing of rock at that location and that all stones including those separated
from tree debris will be stored safely until they are able to be returned to the Wailuku
river.
I would like to add that much of our precious topsoil is also contained in those
truckloads leaving the valley, it would be ideal and most reasonable if the soil could
also be treated with such respect so as to be returned to the valley and to the
residents of the valley. It would be wasteful if this Class A soil is used to cover the
landfill, for example, or is given to EKO compost to sell.
I thank the County Communications Director, Rod Antone, as well as Managing
Director, Keith Regan for being proactive on this issue, having the humility to admit

~~here the County had made mistakes, and take immediate measures to assure that the
crushing of rock does not continue. This kind of collaborative behavior goes a long way
in building relationships of trust within the community. Mahalo.
Item 3: Where do we go from here? How to de-escalate an escalating situation.
For my oral testimony I will not go into detail on those matters above, which will surely
be addressed by others. Rather, I will speak from my own position of expertise in this
situation, which is as a Mediator, Legal Observer with the National Lawyers Guild
(NLG), and Government/Community Liaison.
I do recognize that this particular hearing is not to discuss the actions of WWC. I would
argue though that the majority of those in this room would not be here to testi~i on
applicable matters were it not for the unlawful behavior of WWC. Which is why, if I
may, I would like to offer a solution and pathway towards dc-escalation and eventual
collaboration, which is intrinsically tied to the actions of Wailuku Water Co.
As a trained mediator and Legal Observer for the NLG, I have spent much time from
Hawai’i to New York City, working in extremely high intensity situations, liaising
between law enforcement and those engaged in civil disobedience. From this unique
perspective, if I may offer my professional opinion on how the County may assist in
deescalating this particular situation.
First, it is important to understand how we got to where we are today:
1) Wailuku Water Co. operated outside of the purview of the permit issued
by the USACE, in violation of the Clean Water Act §404.
2) Community members were alerted to this violation appealed to WWC,
USACE, CWRM, the County Council, the Administration, and the
Governor to enforce and assist in enforcing this unlawful activity.
3) These appeals were met with silence.
4) This came to a head when individuals were given the opportunity to

request a response from Jeff Pearson at CWRM who admitted the legal
wrongdoing of WWC yet has since refused to regulate or enforce.
5) Due to this lack of response by any agency that is statutorily obligated to
enforce the unlawful behavior of WWC, a small group of citizens took it
upon themselves to place their bodies on the line to stop the unlawful activity.
That brings us to present.

As members of this Council, whose responsibility it is to serve our community, the
personal opinions of how one may feel about civil disobedience is irrelevant. What is
paramount is being able to hear the concerns of all parties and proactively deescalate the
situation. I am of the persuasion, after observing the situation closely, that these
individuals are not in fact reckless but rather, are quite kunwiedgeable and demonstrate a
sincere dedication to civic engagement.
Though it is outside the direct jurisdiction of the County to enforce the unlawful acts of
WWC, it is certainly in their interest to avoid any escalation. This can be done by holding
accountable WWC, the USACE, and CWRM as well as appealing to our State and
National delegation to do the same.
I am of the firm belief that to meet these dissenting citizens with law enforcement would
be a clear mistake. As has been evidenced by several recent actions and as I have seen in
my work, to try and apply force to this situation will only serve to escalate it. This sort of
escalation is rife with the issues of liability that that County will not want to bring upon
themselves.
It is worth reiterating, to put matters into perspective, that within the Wailuku River from
the State Park through Kepaniwai, through the residences down to the flood control, the
only entity that has acted unlawfully in the aftermath of the flood is Wailuku Water
Co.
Thus it is most logical and strategic to focus on pursuing enforcement of those
violations by WWC. By doing so, much of the community would feel heard and
subsequently many of the high tensions that rule the air today would have reason to
subside. This kind of progress has already been demonstrated as per the meetings that
took place yesterday (10/10/16) with Communications Director, Rod Antone.
It seems clear that if the County and the Administration choose to allow WWC to act
with impunity, thus demonstrating that the WWC is above the law, then the County and
the Administration will continue to be the recipients of anger and frustration by an
increasing amount of community members until the matter is resolved.
To recap, though it i.s recognized that direct enforcement is not within the jurisdiction of
the County of Maui, what is within the purview of the County and the Administration is
to wield their influence to:
1) Make a public appeal to the USACE requesting they enforce the WWC
violation of the permit
2) Appeal to CWRM to also enforce the unlawful acts of WWC
3) Appeal to Wailuku Water Co. itself to remedy the situation that the
Company’s actions have caused.

Thank you again for all the help you have done in the Valley and mahalo for taking the
time to hear the community’s concerns today. I do believe that there are many in the
community willing to come to the table and respectfully work together.
Do fee.I free to email me (info~summerstarncom) or call me (I wil.l provide my contact
number to your offices upon request) and we can set up meetings to talk story, potentially
setup mediation sessions with key stakeholders, open lines of communication, get to the
bottom of much of this frustration, and find simple solutions.
I do not feel these challenges are insurmountable and I am here to help facilitate everyone
working together.
Mahalo for your time,
Summer Starr

Testimony to County Council
I represent Aquanimity NOW!, a non-profit with the mission of bringing communities together to care
for water resources. We stand ready to assist the County in its efforts to provide short term disaster
relief as well as long-term solutions to water resource management in Maui County.
I am concerned about the work ongoing in lao Valley under the Emergency Disaster Proclamations. The
suspension of a long list of laws in the interest of protection of life and property should not be seen as a
license to act with complete and total abandon with respect to those laws. Most of those laws are there
to protect someone or something. So while the County is authorized “to relieve hardship and inequities
or obstructions to the public health, safety, and welfare found by the Governor to exist in the laws and
to result from the operation of federal programs or measures taken under chapter 127A, Hawai’i
Revised Statutes, by suspending laws in whole or in part” there is no wholesale authorization of
unlawful activity. The Governor waived provisions that “in whole or in part, impede or tend to impede
the expeditious discharge of emergency disaster relief functions for this occurrence and that compliance
therewith is impracticable due to existing conditions” Many of the activities that I have observed or have
seen reported in social media are more about new projects being conducted without permits and public
review than the expeditious discharge of disaster relief functions.
Specifically, I am concerned about:
•
•
•

Placement of fill and construction of berms on public or private property;
Removal of natural resources from the valley (rock and sediments);
Realignment of the streambed for purposes of water supply and flood control without
consideration of stream functions.

I am asking the Council to assure that public expenditures are really for disaster relief not for
constructing something new. If these actions, that would usually require public review and input and
permits, truly must be undertaken on an emergency disaster relief basis, the provision of the following
expertise and services is also needed for protection of public health and safety, and maximize
coordination with agencies, non-profits and the community at large:
-

•
•
•
•

An environmental protection professional with experience in fluvial geomorphology, riverine
ecology, and water resources management;
A cultural advisor/practitioner/consultant to guide the protocols for managing cultural and
natural resources
An emergency community coordinatorto assure work is coordinated to the maximum extent
with non-profits, including Na Wai Eha
An expert in risk communication to provide the public with meaningful information regarding
the County’s actions.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide comments on these emergency expenditures.
Sincerely,
RobinS. Knox
Aquanimity NOW!
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Provisions of Hawaii Revised Statutes Pertinent to These Comments
[~127A-1]

Policy and purpose

4. (b) (b)
It is further declared to be the purpose of this chapter
and the policy of the State that all emergency management functions of
this State and its counties be coordinated to the maximum extent with
the comparable functions of the federal government, including its
various departments, and agencies of other states and localities, and
with private—sector and nonprofit organizations, to the end that the
most effective preparation and use may be made of the nation’s
personnel, resources, and facilities for dealing with any emergency or
disaster that may occur.
[~l27A-2]

Definitions.

“Critical infrastructure” means those systems, facilities, and assets,
whether physical or virtual, so vital to a county, the State, or the
nation that the incapacity or destruction of such systems, facilities,
or assets would have a debilitating impact on national, state, or
county security; economic security; public health or safety; or any
combination of those matters.
“Emergency” means any occurrence, or imminent threat thereof, which
results or may likely result in substantial injury or harm to the
population or substantial damage to or loss of property.
“Hazard” means an event or condition of the physical environment
that results or may likely result in damage to property or injuries or
death to individuals and which may result in an emergency or disaster.
W127A-3]
Hawaii emergency management agency. The director shall
coordinate the activities of the agency with all county emergency
management agencies, other state agencies, other states, or federal
agencies involved in emergency management activities, and all
organizations for emergency management within the State, whether
public or private, and shall maintain liaison and cooperate with all
county emergency management agencies, other state agencies, other
states, or federal agencies involved in emergency management
activities as provided in this chapter.
[~127A—5]
County emergency management agency. Each county, under the
mayor’s direction, shall provide a county—level administrator or
director of the county emergency management agency, and technical,
administrative, and other personnel; office space; furniture;
equipment; supplies; and funds necessary to carry out the purposes of
this chapter.

Pertinent Provisions of the Emergency Proclamation

WHEREAS, pursuant to section 127A-13(a)(2), Hawai’i Revised Statutes, the Governor is further
authorized to relieve hardship and inequities or obstructions to the public health, safety, and welfare
found by the Governor to exist in the laws and to result from the operation of federal programs or
measures taken under chapter 127A, Hawai’i Revised Statutes, by suspending laws in whole or in part,
or by alleviating the provisions of laws on such terms and conditions as the Governor may impose; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to section 127A-12(b)(8), Hawai’i Revised Statutes, the Governor may suspend
chapter 103D and sections 103-50, 103-53, 103-55, 105-1 to 105-10, and 464-4, Hawai’i Revised
Statutes, and I find that these provisions, in whole or in part, impede or tend to impede the expeditious
discharge of emergency disaster relief functions for this occurrence and that compliance therewith is
impracticable due to existing conditions; an

Testimony re Emergency Funding of Flood Work
Karen chun <karenchunmaui@gmaii.com>
Sat 10/8/2016 8:36 AM
To:County

Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Maui County Council
11am Tuesday Oct 11, 2016
Dear County Council,
Please insert language into the bill for emergency funding of flood work that says,
‘No funds may be used to pay for any work to realign Wailuku River’
We taxpayers should not be paying to re-align a natural water way in order to enrich the for-profit Wailuku Water
Company.
Thank you
Karen Chun
87 Lae St
Paia HI 96779
Testifying as an individual
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Emergency funds for flood damage
Lisa Ann Hookano <pauahihookano@me.com>
Sat 10/8/2016 10:44 PM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha kakou,
I am writing to strongly urge the county council to stipulate that no monies be allocated towards the illegal
realignment of the wailuku river by Avery Chumbly and Wailuku Water Company. The rivers and streams of Hawaii
are in the public domain, as documented in Hawaii statutes. Chumbly and the wailuku water company have no right
to divert the flow of the entire river solely for his benefit and profit. Not only have his actions violated state law, but
has violated the federal clean water act. This was done with blatant disregard for state and federal laws, and without
the necessary oversight for the work being done. Nothing in Chumblys permit grants him the authority to redirect the
river! Also, because of the historical significance of lao valley, the work being done in the area should also be
monitored by an archaeologist, to ensure no remains and/or artifacts are disturbed during the process. Who knows
what damage may have been done already, as there is currently NO OVERSIGHT on the current operation by
Chumbly.
Please be representatives of the people and public trust by doing what is right for all, and not continuing to bow
down before a powerful few.
Thanks you for your consideration in this extremely urgent matter,
L. Pauahi Hookano
245 wailua rd.
Haiku, Hi 96708
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Please insert wording prohibiting any public money from going
to river realignment...
Fred Spanjaard <fred@globalmediaproductions.com>
Sat 10/8/2016 11:51 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@co.maui.hi.us>;

Not a dime should be reimbursed if it went towards aiding the “river realignment” which now (once again)
dumps a public protected resource directly into the private for-profit Wailuku water Company’s diversion grates.
Mahalo,
Fred Spanjaard

Fred Spanjaard
Global Media Productions
808-875-8820 office
808-283-5365 cell
www.globalmediaproductions.com
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Emergency Funding of Flood Work
Tulsi Greenlee <tulsigreenlee@icloud.com>
Mon 10/10/2016 10:53 AM
To:COuflty Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha council members,
Are we the tax payers going to pay for a private corporation to realign the river?
No money should be reimbursed if it went towards aiding the “river realignment” which now (once again) dumps a public
protected resource directly into the private for-profit Wailuku water Company’s diversion grates.w much of this was to realign
Wailuku river for the sole benefit of Avery Chumbley and his illegal water operation?
Please insert a prohibition from any funds going to river realignment.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Tulsi Greenlee
Sent from my iPhone
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Emergency funding of flood work
Ume Binstock <countryumedogg@gmail.com>
Mon 10/10/2016 10:56 AM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha council members,
Are we the tax payers going to pay for a private corporation to realign the river?
No money should be reimbursed if it went towards aiding the “river realignment” which now (once again) dumps a
public protected resource directly into the private for-profit Wailuku water Company’s diversion grates.w much of this
was to realign Wailuku river for the sole benefit of Avery Chumbley and his illegal water operation?
Please insert a prohibition from any funds going to river realignment.
Thank you Ume Binstock
Sent from my iPhone
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Wailuku river illegal diversion by Wailuku water co.
paresagirl <paresagirl@yahoo.com>
Mon 10/10/2016 12:45 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha and mahalo nui for taking the time to listen and to serve the people of Hawaii.
My name is Noelani Paresa. I was born here in Hawaii Nei. I am the great granddaughter of Rebecca Pomaikai Paresa of Waihe’e,
direct descendant of King Kamehameha as verified by Mr. Albert N. Like, recognized authority of Hawaiian genealogy; and by Mrs.
Rubilite Kawena Johnson, professor emeritus at the University of Hawai’i. IE: district of Hawaii civil case #9600006ack
As a beneficiary to the Kingdom of Hawaii, I am writing in regards to the openly unlawful destruction and desecration of the
Wailuku river, her riverbed, and the natural flow of water she provides. I call upon you, the maui county council, as an entity of
public servants, to immediately halt work on Wailuku river and her riverbed bed by Wailuku water company and their crews.
Wailuku water company is currently and purposefully using the emergency permit, intended for clearing debris from the flooding
last month, to illegally and without any oversight divert the river for their own benefit and profit. They are manipulating
emergency assistance into government funded assistance for the ultimate benefit of their privately-owned company. This is
unlawful and it is your responsibility as the maui county council to address this heinous crime and to bring it to an abrupt end!
Sincerely, Noelani 1. Paresa 10.10.2016

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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Testimony for Bill 102, hearing on 10/10/20
Erika Lechuga Disalvo <erika.lechugadisalvo@gmail.com>
Mon 10/10/2016 10:12 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha County Councilmen and women,
My name is Erika Lechuga DiSalvo and I am a 16 year full time Maui resident. I am writing today to let you know I am deeply
disturbed and angry to see what has taken place in lao Valley since the major storm took place months back.
In regard to the monies spent already to clean up the valley, the taxpayers deserve an itemization of how the monies have been
spent and who has been a recipient of those funds. I would like to see the county provide this to the public before any more
monies are allocated for further clean up.
It is very very clear that there has been a significant removal of pohaku from lao. Pohaku are not debris. Pohaku are sacred. This is
Hawaiian 101.. everyone on this council should know this. I have seen photographs and video of this taking place, so it cannot be
denied. I am not Hawaiian but even I know the cultural significance of the pohaku in Hawaiian culture. Not only is the removal of
pohaku a slap in the face to the host culture here but it is a a blatant disregard for the historical significance and sacredness of lao
Valley. It is absolutely appalling to me that the county would actually approve this type of action. Do you not know the culture you
represent?
I would like to know if any monies were allocated to have these stones removed and taken to the landfill to be crushed. It doesn’t
seem necessary to remove the rocks given the new width of the stream bed. Why not just move them and keep them in the
valley?
I’ve also read that pohaku are being stored. This is absurd. Monies are being spent to remove stones, store stones and at some
point will be spent to return the stones back? This is an absolute waste of taxpayers money.
In addition, Wailuku Water Companys action to completely redirect the stream is of grave concern for me. How was this allowed
to take place! I would like to know if any of my money as a taxpayer has gone towards this measure. I am absolutely against it.
WWC has acted against its allotted permit and illegally taken action to suit their corporate need. Water is a public trust. Where has
the County been in this? How was WWC allowed to take such action with no raised eyebrows from the county?
In closing, the County needs to provide an itemized list of where the monies already spent for clean up effort have gone to. I
would like to know for what and to whom has the money gone. In addition I am absolutely against any taxpayers monies going
towards removal, crushing pohaku. It is also of upmost importance that NO monies are being paid to Wailuku Water Company
who are in my eyes thieves and crooks who care nothing for the citizens of this island. No more monies should be allocated going
forward to any such measures.
Mahalo for your time and diligence to do what is pono.

Erika Lechuga DiSalvo

808.250.5548

Wailuku River
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Jody <jodymountain@gmail.com>
Mon 10/10/2016 10:34PM

OFFICE OF
THE
COUNTh’
CLERK

To:COuflty Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha,
It is my understanding that emergency funds have been released for damages to the Wailuku River due to the recent storm. My
concerns are as follows:
1. Who authorized the hauling and crushing of pohaku from a sacred river bed? Why is cultural protocol not being followed? Are
these emergency funds paying for that?
2. How much does the County know about Wailuku Water Company’s illegal re-alignment of the river? Considering the 1.5 million
gallons per day that go into the County water supply from Wailuku Water Company’s diversion, has any of this emergency funding
been used for the illegal re-alignment of the river?
3. What, exactly, has this emergency funding paid for? The public deserves a line by line accounting of expenses so we can know
for sure if any funds have aided either Wailuku Water Company’s illegal activity, or the hauling and crushing of pohaku.
4. What permit is the county working under to remove pohaku from the river? And to divert the river?
In addition, I am vitally concerned at the violation of environmental and public rights that the Governor has suspended. These
suspensions are unnecessary and an act of violence to our land and laws that are in place to protect our land. They are facilitating
an open ticket to pollute, re-direct, and manhandle this sacred river. More than this, they are a violation of the Life of the land and
the waters that are the foundation of the health, vitality and sacredness of this land Maui, The Wailuku River and of lao Valley.
Regardless of the ‘Law’, THIS should be your priority, as stewards of the land.
You are not here to do as you please, or as the moneyed interests please. You are here to do the will of the people. Please listen.
Mahalo,

Jody Soltau Mountain
P0 Box 790144, Pa’ia HI 96779

testimony on county-funded activities along Wailuku River in lao
Valley.
Christine Davis <kawaipapanursery@gmail.com>
Tue 10/11/2016 9:29 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Simply, I’d like to pass along these talking points to remember when you make your decision and advise you to do what is pono,
hold Wailuku Water Company accountable for their illegal actions and follow proper protocol and respecting nature when working
on the Wailuku River. Remember....
1. It is illegal for a regular citizen to remove pohaku in quantity from the river
2. Wailuku Water Company’s violation of their permit makes their permit invalid.
3. Diverting the water without an express permit is illegal. The Duey family recently contested a $4,500 ÷ $1,000/day fine for diverting a
small amount of water from Wailuku River to their lo’i.
4. Wailuku Water Company should be held responsible, through fines or criminal penalties for their clear violation of the law.
Mahalo, Christine Davis
Kawaipapa, Hana.
POBox656 96713
808 269 6747
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Testimony to emergency Maui County Council meeting
scheduled for 11AM, October 11, 2016
George Paresa <gnparesa@hotmail.com>
Tue 10/11/2016 10:11 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha! Mahalo Nui for coming together to listen to the
people.
My name is Noelani Paresa. I was
born here in Hawaii Nei. My great grandmother is Rebecca Ahu Chang Pomaikai Paresa of Waihee,
descendant of King Kamehameha V as verified by Mr. Albert N. Like, recognized authority on Hawaiian
Geneology; and by Mrs. Rubilite Kawena Johnson. Professor emeritus at the University of Hawaii, i.e.
District of Hawaii: Civil case #9600006
Ack.
As a beneficiary of the Hawaii, I call upon you, the Maui County Council, as an entity of public
servants, to halt work on the Wailuku River Stream Bed by Wailuku Water Company and their crew.
This company is currently operating unlawfully and is purposely using the emergency permit to cover
their desecration. They are manipulating your actions to benefit themselves as a private company,
disregarding your laws and intentions.
Changing the Wailuku
River’s flow by manipulating natural flows to suit Wailuku Water Company’s desires is unacceptable. I
ask the Council to order a ‘cease and desist’ to Wailuku Water Company’s present actions. Maybe
Wailuku Water Company’s divergence of the Wailuku River is unnatural since the river flow moved
away from their questionable man made
intake.
The river’s water belongs to and for the people.
Make this situation
Pono. Thank you.
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